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How to Save Money and Stretch Your Limited Budgets 
 

 Save 10% on DOT Bundles by ordering three (3) or more DOT workbooks or fully printable CDs and 
receive a 10% discount on all three (3) books/CDs (see page 57). 

 

 Save 10% on Double Dice Bundles by ordering three (3) or more Double Dice workbooks or fully printable 
CDs and receive a 10% discount on all three (3) books/CDs (see page 56). 

 

 Save 10% on Double Dice Deck Bundles by ordering five (5) or more Double Dice Decks or Add-On Decks 
and receive a 10% discount on all five (5) decks (see pages 54 & 55). 

 

 Save 5% by ordering online.  Enter code weborder and you will receive a 5% discount on your entire order. 
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Specific Skill Builders Story Cards 

page 21 

DOT Idioms 

page 34 

Articulation Stories 
For Carry-Over Practice 

page 15 

Many New Games 
For Motivation 

pages 50-52 page 5 

NEW 

Data Collection for RTI 

page 16 

NEW 

NEW 

 Double Dice Articulation 
Add-On Decks 

Over 65  
New  

Products! 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 



By Rachele Ellsworth 
Double Dice Articulation 
Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-6th 
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SAVE 10% 

DD-SAVE10  Any 3+ Double Dice Books or Fully Printable CDs 10% OFF 

Double Dice Articulation Bundle 
Choose any three (3) or more of your favorite Double Dice Articulation, Phonology, or Language (pg 25)  books/CDs and get 10% off. 

224 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

Double Dice Articulation—Sound-Loaded Sentences  
 

 Targets the following sounds:  k, g, f, th, sh, ch, j, l, l-blends, prevocalic r, vocalic ar, or, ire, 
air, ear, er, r-blends, s, and s-blends in all word positions. 

 All activities are in fun sound-loaded sentences—great for carry-over practice. 
 Contains guidelines for play, game variations/suggestions, a tracking chart, and blank 

master pages. 
 This product comes as either a reproducible workbook or as a CD with fully printable pages!  

WB-2103  Workbook  $38.95 
CD-2103   CD   $38.95 

210 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

Are your students tired of the typical, boring drill-articulation activities that 
often occur once correct placement and production has been established but 
isn’t automatic?  If so, then Double Dice Articulation is the solution!  

Double Dice Phonology—Early Developing Processes & Sounds 
 

The perfect workbook for SLPs working with preschool- or early elementary-aged students. It 
keeps kids motivated as you get the numerous repetitions needed for children who are speech-
delayed, unintelligible, and/or apraxic.  Target words have simplistic syllable shapes (CV, CVC, 
etc.).  The targeted areas are: 
 

 Velar Fronting (initial /k/, final /k/, initial /g/, final /g/, final /ng/, mixed velars) 
 Final Consonant Deletion (final /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /m/, /n/) 
 Initial Consonant Deletion (initial /w/, /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /m/, /n/) 
 Stopping (initial /f/, final /f/, initial /v/, final /v/, initial /h/) 

 Syllable Reduction (two-syllable words, three-syllable words) 
 

This product comes as either a reproducible workbook or as a CD with fully printable pages!  You 
choose the format most convenient for you! 

Here is how it works: 
 

 The unique double dice (a large 12-sided die with shapes 
depicted on the outside and a smaller 12-sided inner die with 
numbers on the inside) serve as the motivation component. 

 A student rolls the unique double dice. 
 The student determines what shape was rolled on the outer die. 
 He/she finds the corresponding shape on the game sheet. 
 He/she says the word/phrase/sentence the number of times 

indicated on the inner die. 
 He/she colors in a portion of the game sheet as indicated in the 

directions. 
 The next student has a turn, and this continues until the 

worksheet is complete. 

Articulation 

WB-2105  Workbook  $38.95 
CD-2105   CD   $38.95 

All of these products have small parts. ! 
Bestseller! 

Bestseller! 



Double Dice Articulation—CH, SH, TH  

 Targets one- and two/three-syllable “ch,” “sh,” and “th” words in all word positions. 
 Activities are at the single-word, phrase, sentence, and carry-over levels. 
 Contains guidelines for play, game variations/suggestions, a tracking chart, and 

blank master pages. 
 It comes as either a reproducible workbook or as a CD with fully printable pages!  
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WB-2102  Workbook  $38.95 
CD-2102   CD   $38.95 

210 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

210 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

Double Dice Articulation—Vocalic /r/ 
 Targets the most popular /r/ allophones (prevocalic /r/, vocalic ar, or, ire, air, ear, 

stressed er, unstressed er, and rl) in each word position (I/M/F) in separate, distinct 
sections. 

 Activities are at the single-word, phrase, sentence, and carry-over levels. 
 Contains a screening form, guidelines for play, game variations/suggestions, 

certificates, a tracking chart, and blank master pages. 
 It comes as either a reproducible workbook or as a CD with fully printable pages!  

210 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

210 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

Double Dice Articulation—/s/ and /s/ Blends  
 Targets one-, two-, and three-syllable /s/ words in each word position     

(I/M/F and Mixed). 
 Targets initial /st/, /sp/, /sk/, /sm/, /sn/, /sw/, /sl/, triple clusters, mixed clusters, and 

recurring /s/ in separate sections. 
 Activities are at the single-word, phrase, sentence, and carry-over levels. 
 Contains guidelines for play, game variations/suggestions, certificates, a tracking chart, 

and blank master pages. 
 It comes as either a reproducible workbook or as a CD with fully printable pages!  

Articulation 

WB-2101  Workbook   $38.95 
CD-2101   CD   $38.95 

WB-2100  Workbook   $38.95 
CD-2100   CD   $38.95 

WB-2104   Workbook  $38.95 
CD-2104   CD    $38.95 

2 double dice in separate blister packs 

Double Dice—Replacements (Package of Two) 

DD-100  $11.95 
All of these products have small parts. ! 

Double Dice Articulation—/l/ and /l/ Blends  
 Targets one-, two-, and three-syllable /l/ words in each word position (I/M/F and Mixed). 
 Targets initial /bl/, /fl/, /gl/, /kl/, /pl/, /sl/, mixed clusters, and challenging /rl/ in separate 

sections. 
 Activities are at the single-word, phrase, sentence, and carry-over levels. 
 Contains guidelines for play, game variations/suggestions, certificates, a tracking chart, 

and blank master pages. 
 It comes as either a reproducible workbook or as a CD with fully printable pages!  
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Articulation 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 
Our motivating double dice card decks are now available for 
your articulation students.  Providing speech therapy has never 
been easier or more productive.  Each deck contains the 
following: 
 

 A colorful photograph of the target word on 3” x 5” cards. 
 Target words separated by word position (I/M/F) and by 

syllable amount (1-syllable words, 2-syllabe words, etc.) 
 Opportunities for production at the following levels: single 

word, phrase, sentence, and sound-loaded sentence. 
 46 cards per deck (/r/ has 60 because of vocalic /r/). 
 

Here is how it works: 
 A student rolls the double dice 

and it lands on a shape. 
 The student turns over the 

card with the corresponding 
shape. 

 The student practices at the 
designated level the number 
of times indicated on the inner 
die. 

 

Speech pathologists love how all 
students can be practicing their 
individual speech targets at the 
same time, within the same group, 
even when speech targets differ.  
(If you have multiple decks, you can give each student their 
own cards and each time the dice is rolled all students practice 
the target on their specific cards.)  This makes scheduling 
more efficient and therapy more productive.  This works with 
the language double dice decks too—you can combine 
articulation and language groups using the same format. 

Double Dice Articulation  
Add-On Decks 

Each Card Deck  $16.99 
DDD-028 Set (8 Decks & 1 Double Dice)  $118.99 

46-60 cards per deck, storage tin 

DDD-024  $16.99 DDD-023  $16.99 DDD-021  $16.99 

DDD-025  $16.99 DDD-026  $16.99 DDD-027  $16.99 

DOT Vocalic R 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Are you looking for a research-based way to remediate prevocalic /r/ and the vocalic variations 
of /r/?  Don’t look any further, because this book has it all!  Here are the unique features: 
 

 Reproducible worksheets targeting the most popular /r/ allophones (prevocalic /r/, vocalic 
ar, or, ire, air, ear, stressed er, unstressed er, and rl). 

 Worksheets separate each of the /r/ allophones by word position (initial, medial, final).  

 Multiple game sheets target the specific /r/ sound in words, phrases, sentences, sound-
loaded sentences, and reading passages.   

 Every target word/phrase/sentence/sound-loaded sentence/reading passage is /r/ pure.   

 Contains a convenient screening form, certificates, and tracking chart. 
 

If you have students working on /r/, then you need this workbook.  Eliminate the frustration by 
systematically remediating the /r/ allophones the student is having difficulty with. 

WB-2015     Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2015x   Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2015     CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2015x   CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

DDD-022  $16.99 

DDD-020  $16.99 



SAVE 10% 

“Dot” your way to better articulation with these wonderful game sheets!  Your students will 
ask for these over and over again.  Here is how it works.  Each student gets a game sheet 
targeting his/her sound and a paint marker.  The student follows the directions, dotting each 
dot as he/she practices the target word. 
 

 Targets nineteen (19) sounds:  p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, f, v, s, z, sh, ch, j, th, r, l in all word 
positions, and s-blends, r-blends, and l-blends in the initial word position.   

 Students choose from four (4) different types of activities for each sound in each word 
position, so there are plenty of game sheets to choose from. 

 You can purchase this wonderful resource as a reproducible workbook or as a 
convenient CD that is fully printable so you can print pages as needed—your choice! 

DOT-SAVE10  Any 3+ DOT Books 10% OFF 

DOT Articulation 
Ages 3-12 Grades PreK-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

288 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2010     Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2010x   Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2010     CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2010x   CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

DOT Articulation II—Sentences & Paragraphs 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Are you ready for the next level in articulation therapy?  DOT Articulation II—Sentences & 
Paragraphs is here!  Let your more advanced articulation students “dot” their way to better 
articulation with these wonderful game sheets!  Each student gets a game sheet targeting 
his/her sound and a paint marker.  The student follows the directions, dotting each dot as 
he/she practices the target-sound-loaded sentences and paragraphs. 
 

 Targets thirteen (13) commonly misarticulated sounds:  k, g, f, th, sh, ch, j, l, r, s,  
        s-blends, r-blends, and l-blends in all word positions!  
 

 Students choose from seventeen (17) different sound-loaded activities for each of the 
thirteen (13) articulation targets. (That is a lot of practice sheets!) 

 

 You can purchase this wonderful resource as a reproducible workbook or as a 
convenient CD that allows you to view and print the reproducible pages from your 
computer—your choice! 

 

Challenge your students with these sound-loaded activity pages.  Let them prove their 
mastery by dotting all the dots on these sound-packed pages! 

253 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2005    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2005x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2005    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2005x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 
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DOT Bundle 
Choose any three (3) or more of your favorite DOT books (see page 57 for more books in the DOT series) and receive a 10% discount off 
each book!  Automatic savings when ordered online at SpeechCorner.com 

KP-100  $9.95 

Four (4) scented, washable, non-toxic, long-lasting paint markers/ink daubers in a handy plastic carrying case. 

Paint Markers/Ink Daubers (Replacements) 

Bestseller! 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Articulation 

Bestseller! 

See page 53 for alternative ways 
to use this workbook.  



WB-2300    Workbook with Paint Markers       $37.95 
WB-2300x  Workbook without Paint Markers  $31.95 
CD-2300    CD with Paint Markers                  $37.95 
CD-2300x  CD without Paint Markers             $31.95 

162 pages, reproducible activities 

DOT Preschool—Early Developing Sounds 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 
Now your preschool students can “dot” their way to clear speech!  It works just like the other 
DOT books that you have loved with your older students, but designed for the younger (or 
less intelligible) student.  Each student gets a game sheet and a paint marker.  The student 
marks each dot as he/she practices the target sound. 

 Targets eighteen (18) sounds:  p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, f, v, w, h, s, sh, ch, l, s-blends, and       
l-blends.  All sounds are targeted in the initial and final word positions, except for w, h,      
s-blends, and l-blends, which are targeted in the initial word position only.  

 Multisyllabic words are targeted separately:  two-syllable words and three-syllable words. 

 Target words were carefully chosen to have simplistic syllable 
shapes (i.e., CV, CVC, etc.) that preschool children need. 

 Worksheets can easily be incorporated into almost any treatment 
approach. 

 Includes four (4) scented, washable, non-toxic, long-lasting paint 
markers in a handy plastic carrying case.  (Or you can buy the book 
or CD without the paint markers.) 

Phono Bingo 
Ages 3-12 Grades PreK-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Work on these six (6) phonological patterns—final 
consonant deletion, velar deviation, stridency 
deletion, consonant cluster reduction, gliding, and 
syllable reduction—while playing bingo! 
 Five (5) bingo game cards per target. 
 Multiple targets per phonological pattern (i.e., 

Final Consonant Deletion contains:  p/b, t/d, m/
n, s/z, k/g) all on separate game cards. 

 Bingo game cards are reproducible, so 
students can use ink daubers to mark them up 
and then take them home for homework. 

Phono Bingo encompasses so many therapy 
targets (over 125 bingo cards) that you can 
incorporate it into any therapy group (including 
traditional articulation therapy)! 

204 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2605    Workbook with Paint Markers       $39.95 
WB-2605x  Workbook without Paint Markers  $33.95 
CD-2605    CD with Paint Markers                  $39.95 
CD-2605x  CD without Paint Markers             $33.95 

Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

All the common early-developing sounds are 
covered in this adorable set of five flip books.  
They are set up just like the other Flip and Say 
Articulation Flip Books, but geared toward a 
younger audience! 
 

 Targets early sounds:  (p & b), (t & d),            
(w, h, & l), (m & n), and (r-, s-, & l-blends)   

 All sentence stories, designed for younger, 
non-reading children, show colorful yet 
concise concepts to practice. 

 

 Stories are divided and color-coded by sound 
and word position. 

 

A wonderful resource for the younger children 
on your caseload! 

5 flip books, convenient carry bag 

EDS-001 $79.99 

Articulation 
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All of these products have small parts. ! 

Bestseller! 

Early-Developing Sounds 
Articulation Flip Books 



 Targets many sounds that PreK and early-elementary children are 
working on in all word positions:  p, b, w, t, d, m, n, k, g, h, f, v, s, sh, ch, 
l, s-blends, and l-blends (w, h, and blends in the initial position only). 

 Six (6) tracing activity pages per target phoneme in each word position 
(I/M/F).  This means eighteen (18) pages per sound! 

 Engaging tracing activities that promote pre-writing skills with 
spectacular art. 

 Preschoolers and early-elementary children are able to practice correct 
articulation while tracing large shapes, small shapes, horizontal lines, 
vertical lines, and game paths to promote handwriting skills and clear 
speech production simultaneously.   

 Comes as a reproducible workbook or fully printable CD—you choose! 

Improve children’s speech while also allowing them to enhance their fine motor and visual motor skills with 
this HUGE book of reproducible activities (or purchase the fully printable CD).  

PM-200 $25.95 

Trace and Speak 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

290 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-1000  Workbook  $34.95 
CD-1000   CD            $34.95 
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The Entire World of Early-Developing Sounds 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Shannon Collins and Angie Sterling-Orth 

258 pages, reproducible activities 

Fax:  (888) 815-2490    Phone:  (888) 559-2544     Email:  Sales@SpeechCorner.com     Web:  www.SpeechCorner.com 

Practice Speech 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 
This CD is in easy-to-use Adobe Acrobat 
format and allows you to instantly access thirty 
(30) manila envelope activities.  The student 
says a target word/phrase/sentence before 
earning and putting a game piece into the slot 
of the envelope.  Potential articulation and phonology sounds, words, and 
processes are customized per game. 
 Full-color pages ready to print out, assemble, and use. 
 Directions on how to make and play the manila envelope activity are 

printed off when you print each game. 
 Phonological processes featured:  two-syllable, three-syllable, 

clusters, velars, stops, liquids, glides, fricative, affricates, and nasals. 
 Sounds include:  p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, ng, th, h, s, z, f, v, sh, ch, j, r, l, 

w, y, and a variety of r-blends, l-blends, and s-blends. 

CD, instructions 

CD-9910  $22.95 

Do You Like Pie? 
Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

This CD contains ten (10) songs that 
have been written to help children 
rehearse specific consonants, 
vowels, syllables, and words.  They 
also can be used to practice aspects 
of voice, prosody, and pre-speech vocalizations. 
 
All children will love the rhythms and the rhymes on this CD;  
however, these songs have been specially designed to help 
children who do not speak well.   
 
Sample songs and lyric sheets with suggestions on how to 
use these songs for speech-language practice can be found 
at www.SpeechCorner.com. 

Music CD 

EDS-010 $34.99 

 Screening forms 
 Visual reference pictures 
 Sound teaching tools 

 Sound book references  
 Activity pages 
 Picture cards 

The activity pages are packed with therapy ideas, including reproducible patterns with step-by-
step instructions, snack ideas, craft suggestions, motor and movement therapy, and song and 
fingerplays! 

Easy to find and use activities that younger kids love for k/g, t/d, f/v, p/b, w/h, m/n.  Includes: 

 Word lists 
 Homework pages 

Articulation 



The Entire World of R Flip Books 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Christine Ristuccia and Jim Ristuccia 

Make treating /r/ a breeze.  Your students will love /r/ therapy with 
these eight (8) colorful change-a-story flip books. You’ll never run 
out of /r/ words, sentences, or phrases! 
 

 Targets eight (8) variations of /r/ (ar, air, ear, er, ire, or, 
prevocalic r, and rl) along with /r/ blends and recurrent /r/ in an 
eight-book set.   

 

 Students can change stories by flipping one of three panels 
that comprise each sentence story. 

 

 Stories are divided and color-coded by word position for 
focused therapy. 

 

 More than 5,000 sentences in each book! 
 

Each book has plenty of practice opportunities and can change 
with the flip of a panel! 

8 flip books, convenient carry bag 

EWR-080  $79.99 

Flip and Say Articulation Flip Books 
Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-6th 

By Christine Ristuccia 

Treating articulation errors has never been easier or more fun!  Your 
students will love practicing their sounds as they make endless 
sentence-story combinations using these colorful and engaging flip 
books. 
 

 Targets eleven (11) sounds:  s, z, sh, ch, j, zh, k, g, th, f, and v. 
 

 Students can change stories by flipping one of three panels that 
comprise each sentence story. 

 

 Stories are divided and color-coded by sound and word 
position. 

 

 More than 200,000 sentence-story combinations. 
 

You’ll love the convenience, ease of use, and versatility for 
language and articulation practice. 

4 flip books, convenient carry bag 

9 
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Vocalic R Reproducible BINGO 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Did someone say, “BINGO”?  It could be coming from your /r/ 
therapy group if you are using Vocalic R Reproducible BINGO.  
This workbook is set up to remediate /r/ in a research-based way 
by separating prevocalic /r/ and the vocalic variations of /r/ so you 
can target only the allophonic variations that need remediating.  
Here is what is included in the workbook: 
 

 Reproducible bingo game cards and calling cards targeting 
the major /r/ allophones (prevocalic /r/, vocalic ar, or, ire, air, 
ear, stressed er, unstressed er, and rl). 

 

 Bingo game cards have each /r/ allophone separated by word 
position (initial, medial, final, and mixed).  Now you can target 
initial ar by itself without any interfering medial or final ar 
words. 

 

 Six (6) different bingo game cards per sound and per position.  
 

 The bingo calling cards contain the therapy target at the 
single-word, simple-phrase, or sentence levels.  (So you can 
target therapy at any level!) 

 

 Contains a convenient screening form, common bingo 
patterns, certificates, and tracking chart. 

 

 Includes four (4) scented, washable, non-toxic, long-lasting 
paint markers. (Or you can buy it without paint markers.) 

228 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2310    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2310x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2310    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2310x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

Articulation 

This product has small parts. ! 

EWS-005  $79.99 
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The Entire World of R Probe Lists 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

You will not believe how much time you’ll save with this handy 
reference! 
 Probe listing of the distinct /r/ sounds. 
 Pages divided by individual word 

position and phonetic type. 
 Sub-categories by common groupings, 

such as names, people, places,     
food, etc. 

 Use the words for single-word drills, 
Mad Libs, to create flashcards,        
and more. 

88 pages, reproducible pages 

EWR-038  $24.99 

The Entire World of R Idioms 
Ages 8 to adult Grades 3rd and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

192 pages, reproducible pages 

EWR-055 $34.99 

Includes more than 200 idioms, each with a different /r/ sound.  
Each section includes exercises for idiom definitions, true/false, 
matching, multiple choice, and fill-in-the-blank. 
 

Key features: 

 Combination idiom and /r/ articulation 
practice. 

 Designed for middle-school and high-
school students. 

 For use at school or at home. 
 Can be used for learning idioms, /r/ 

articulation, or both. 

Fax:  (888) 815-2490    Phone:  (888) 559-2544     Email:  Sales@SpeechCorner.com     Web:  www.SpeechCorner.com 

Adventure Pack 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Dean Trout and Leah J. Musgrave 

interactive CD 

Articulation 

Successful R Therapy 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

This book shows you how to establish a Cornerstone R (the first /r/ 
sound your student can produce consistently) and then move from 
word to sentence to conversational speech with even your most 
difficult /r/ clients.  This book covers the 
following topics: 
 How to achieve tongue position for /r/. 
 Improving auditory discrimination skills. 
 Locking in on a correct sound. 
 Addressing oral-motor problems 

associated with /r/ distortion. 
 Build key word inventories around /r/. 
222 pages, resource for professionals 

PM-073  $58.95 

We have combined true video games with 
articulation drills to make therapy fun and productive.   
 

 Four (4) different games at varying levels of difficulty to fit 
the ages and gaming 
skills of your students. 

 Targets:  f, v, k, g, r, s l, 
sh, th, and ch. 

 Practice at the word, 
phrase, or sentence level. 

 Twenty-four (24) words in 
the initial position and 24 
words in the final position 
(for the th sound, there 
are 16 initial, 16 medial, 
and 16 final). 

GAL-001  $99.95 

Download a Demo at 
SpeechCorner.com 

The Entire World of R Curriculum Book 
Ages 5 and up Grades 1st and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

192 pages, reproducible pages 

EWR-036 $44.99 

Treat /r/ articulation errors while achieving academic goals 
simultaneously! Packed with /r/ activities in an easy-to-use, age-
appropriate format that is aligned to state academic  
curriculum standards. 
 

Top features: 
 

 Activities for both younger and older 
students. 

 

 Backed by research for evidence-
based practice. 

 

 Targets all /r/ variations. 

Artic Attack and Other R Games 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Kimberly S. Lewis 

This book follows the Entire World of R philosophy and each 
section includes these simple, yet motivating paper and pencil 
games: 
 

 Two versions of Tic-Tac-Toe (for 
readers and non-readers). 

 Stop-Gate. 
 Sink-a-Ship. 
 Triangles. 
 

Perfect for quick therapy sessions or to 
send home for homework! 

224 pages, reproducible pages 

EWR-057  $34.99 



The Entire World of R  
Instructional Workbook 

Created for the busy therapist, here is a book that contains 
strategies and practice worksheets using a 
phonetically consistent approach to master 
eight /r/ variations in all word positions.  
 

 Detailed “how-to” sections. 
 Comprehensive case studies. 
 Visual teaching tools. 
 Classroom/homework activities. 
 Worksheets for visual/tactile exercises. 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

219 pages, reproducible activities 

EWR-030  $34.99 
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The Entire World of R  
Book of Elicitation Techniques 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Christine Ristuccia, Daymon Gilbert, and James Ristuccia 

This book contains a wealth of tips, tricks, and techniques to elicit and remediate the 
difficult /r/ phoneme.  It provides detailed therapy methods, /r/ probe word lists, and step-
by-step instructions on how to elicit each sound variation of vocalic /r/. 
 

 Covers treatment methods (coarticulation, whisper, cognates, nonsense words, etc.) 
in depth with clear, easy-to-follow examples. 

 Loaded with useful tools, including coarticulation worksheets, daily tally sheets, 
progress charts, choosing target checklists, visual teaching tools, and much more. 

 Follows research-tested protocols. 
 Step-by-step instructions on how to evaluate, how to choose appropriate intervention 

targets, and how to treat. 
 Five (5) complete case studies that illustrate target selection and treatment. 

276 pages, professional resource, reproducible pages 

EWR-035  $44.99 

The Big Book of R Carry-Over Stories 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

This is a BIG book of stories! 
 Sixty-seven (67) “/r/ pure” stories.  (Only the targeted /r/ 

words are included—no other /r/ words appear.) 
 Targets the eight (8) /r/ variations, /r/ 

blends, and recurrent /r/ in all word 
positions. 

 Vocabulary list and comprehension 
questions accompany each illustrated 
story. 

 Has a graduation section that can be 
used as a final exam (dismissal) for /r/. 

178 pages, reproducible activities 

EWR-034  $34.99 

The Entire World of R  
Book of Stories 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

A wonderful resource to improve /r/ at a more advanced level. 
 

 Packed with sixty-three (63) “/r/ pure” 
stories.  (Only target /r/ words are 
included—no other /r/ words appear.) 

 Three (3) stories for each of the eight 
(8) /r/ variations in each word position. 

 Vocabulary list and comprehension 
questions accompany each illustrated 
story. 

151 pages, reproducible activities 

EWR-032  $34.99 

Fax:  (888) 815-2490    Phone:  (888) 559-2544     Email:  Sales@SpeechCorner.com     Web:  www.SpeechCorner.com 
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The Entire World of R  
Advanced Screening 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

The most detailed evaluation tool for /r/ ever developed.  Greatly 
simplifies the task of intervention target selection and tracking /r/ 
present level of performance.  Know which of the 32 different /r/ 
combinations your students are having difficulty producing. 
 

 Pad of 11” x 17” screening forms (30 
copies). 

 Results form (10 copies). 
 Consonantal elicitation probes (10 

copies). 
 Vocalic elicitation probes (10 copies). 
 Student evaluation copies for 

screening and probes. 
151 pages, reproducible activities 

EWR-037  $34.99 



Say & Sequence Playing Card System 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

Teach and learn the six (6) /r/-controlled vowels (ar, air, ear, er, ire, and or) using 
these wonderful playing cards. 
 

 Contains six (6) decks of twenty-seven (27) paired cards (54 cards per deck) for 
each variation of /r/. 

 Each deck is divided evenly, with nine (9) cards for each word position (I/M/F).  

 A 54-card Bridge Deck containing common connection words is also included to 
be used to formulate phrases and sentences with the articulation cards. 

 

Work on single-words, phrases, sentences, and story creation.  Working in groups and 
clean-up is a breeze with easy identification of each card by color coding and patterns. 

6 decks, storage box, instructions 

EWR-062  $44.99 

The Entire World of R Board Games 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

Make /r/ remediation fun using these colorful board games!  
 

 Twenty-seven (27) colorful board games, each targeting one 
of the eight (8) variations   
of /r/ and separated by 
word position (I/M/F and 
carry-over). 

 Each 11” x 17” laminated 
game board is double 
sided (two games to a 
board). 

27 board games, playing pieces, die, instructions, carrying bag 

GBR-050  $59.99 

Solve Then Say R 
Ages 8 and up Grades 4th and up 

By Sheila McGovern and Christine Ristuccia 

Do you need a ton of /r/ carry-over practice?  Here is the book 
you are looking for. 
 Sections divided by phoneme.   
 Includes all vocalic variations of /r/, 

prevocalic /r/, and blends.   
 Contains a number of fun and 

motivating activities:  matching, word 
find, scrambled sentences, name 
game, and more.    

 Great for all ages, but designed with 
the older student (grades 4-10) in mind. 

270 pages, reproducible activities 

EWR-056  $34.99 

Double Dice Articulation-Vocalic /r/ 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 
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 Targets prevocalic /r/, vocalic ar, or, ire, air, ear, stressed er, 
unstressed er, and rl in each word position (I/M/F) in separate, 
distinct sections. 

 Activities are at the single-word, 
phrase, sentence, and carry-over 
levels. 

 Contains a screening form, guidelines 
for play, game variations/suggestions, 
certificates, a tracking chart, and blank 
master pages. 

Fax:  (888) 815-2490    Phone:  (888) 559-2544     Email:  Sales@SpeechCorner.com     Web:  www.SpeechCorner.com 
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The Entire World of R Playing Cards 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

These playing cards complement 
The Entire World of R Say & 
Sequence Playing Card System.  
Expand your practice words with 
a completely new set of words to 
keep your kids motivated. 
 

 Contains eight (8) decks of 
twenty-seven (27) paired 
cards (54 cards total) for all 
vocalic variations of /r/ (ar, air, ear, er, ire, or, prevocalic r, rl, 
and various r-blends). 

 Prevocalic /r/ deck contains /w/ minimal pair words. 

8 decks, storage box, instructions 

EWR-010  $49.99 

The Entire  
World of R 

This product has small parts. ! 

210 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

WB-2100  Workbook  $38.95 
CD-2100   CD            $38.95 



202 pages, reproducible activities 

The Entire World of S & Z 
Instructional Workbook 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Christine Ristuccia and Jim Ristuccia 

Here’s an incredible, jam-packed workbook that’s highly detailed, 
well organized, and filled to the brim with 
step-by-step therapy strategies and 
worksheets to help remediate frontal and 
lateral lisp disorders.  It contains: 
 

 Information and instructional tips. 
 An evaluation form. 
 Alveolar target exercises. 
 Worksheets and homework. 

EWS-001  $34.99 

The Entire World of S & Z Book of 
Stories 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Sheila McGovern 

This book focuses on reading, structured conversation, and 
conversational speech level activities for /s/ and /z/.  Included in 
this book are: 
 

 Fifty-eight (58) total stories. 
 Separate chapters for I/M/F & Mixed   
       /s/ and I/M/F & Mixed /z/. 
 Only the target phoneme and word 

position appear in each story. 
 A colorable illustration, vocabulary list, 

and comprehension questions 
accompany each story. 

 

This book is great for advanced practice 
for frontal and lateral lisp disorders. 
144 pages, reproducible activities 

EWS-002  $34.99 

Bringing S & Z Home 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Jo Ann Gordon 

Here is the perfect homework tool (but you can also use it for class 
exercises)! 
 

 Exercises for /t/ and /ts/, /s/ and /z/ in 
all positions, initial and final /s/ 
blends, /s/ and /z/ carry-over. 

 Three (3) different progress charts, a 
letter to parents, and a section of at-
home activities with bonus worksheets. 

 Activities are organized and easily 
marked for both younger and older 
children. 

174 pages, reproducible activities 

EWS-011  $34.99 

The Entire World of S & Z Idioms 
Ages 8 and up Grades 2nd and up 

By Sheila McGovern 
An age-appropriate way to target language and articulation with 
those older students on your caseload! 
 

 Learn idioms and practice /s/ and /z/ 
simultaneously! 

 Complements The Entire World of S & Z 
lisp remediation strategy. 

 More than 200 idioms. 
 Exercises for idiom definitions, true/false, 

matching, alphabetizing, and fill-ins. 
 Perfect for older students! 

226 pages, reproducible activities 

EWS-012  $34.99 

Artic Attack and Other S and Z Games 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Kimberly S. Lewis 

This book follows the Entire World of S and Z philosophy and 
each section includes these simple, yet motivating paper and 
pencil games: 
 

 Two versions of Tic-Tac-Toe (for 
readers and non-readers). 

 Stop-Gate. 
 Sink-a-Ship. 
 Triangles. 
 

Perfect for quick therapy sessions or to 
send home for homework! 

192 pages, reproducible activities 

EWS-015 $34.99 
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The Entire World of S & Z  
Curriculum Book 
Ages 5 and up Grades 1st and up 

By Sheila McGovern 

This reproducible workbook is organized by word position (I/M/F 
and mixed) for both /s/ and /z/ and includes /s/ blend activities.  
 

 Aligned to state academic curriculum 
standards.  

 Backed by exhaustive research, the 
proven techniques and methodologies 
presented are the foundation for any 
evidence-based practice.   

 Age-appropriate sections with activities 
for younger and older students. 

128 pages, reproducible activities 

EWS-014 $34.99 



Here is an ideal practice resource for 
articulation stabilization, articulation 
carry-over, and language remediation 
practice.  Contains sixty-six (66) word 
web puzzles, one for each specific 
sound and blend.  
 

Word webs are similar to crosswords, 
but without the questions.  To 
complete the word web, the solver 
must use reasoning and organization 
skills. 

144 pages, reproducible activities 

The Entire World of SH & CH 
Curriculum Book 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Sheila McGovern 

EWSH-013  $34.95 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Christine Ristuccia and Jim Ristuccia 

This is the most complete resource for affricates and fricatives!  
An easy-to-follow evaluation protocol is designed to help organize 
your therapy and approach toward treatment.  This instructional 
workbook contains a step-by-step process to remediate difficult 
sh, ch, j, and zh sounds.  Includes sections on: 
 Evaluation. 
 Treatment. 
 Case studies. 
 Therapeutic tips. 
 Tactile and visual exercises. 
 Worksheets for I/M/F word positions. 
 

A wonderful resource right at your 
fingertips! 

204 pages, reproducible activities 

EWSH-001  $34.99 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Sheila McGovern 

This workbook features advanced-level practice for affricates 
and fricatives with separate chapters for 
each sound:  sh, ch, j, and zh.  Each 
chapter contains stories in initial, medial, 
final, and mixed-word positions (except 
zh). It features: 
 Rebus format for pre-readers. 
 Each story has a picture to color. 
 Vocabulary list. 
 Comprehension questions. 
95 pages, reproducible activities 

EWSH-002  $34.99 

The Entire World of SH & CH 
Instructional Workbook 

The Entire World of SH & CH  
Book of Stories 
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Age appropriate activities for sh, ch, j, & zh.  Key features: 
 

 Aligned to state academic curriculum 
standards.  

 Backed by research, the proven 
techniques and methodologies 
presented are the foundation for any 
evidence-based practice.   

 Age-appropriate sections with activities 
for younger and older students. 

Fax:  (888) 815-2490    Phone:  (888) 559-2544     Email:  Sales@SpeechCorner.com     Web:  www.SpeechCorner.com 

Weave a Sound Word Web 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

By Lisa Sargisson 

127 pages, reproducible activities 

EDS-021  $29.99 

Articulation 

Frontal Lisp, Lateral Lisp 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

A dynamic discussion of the lisps, the first to combine methods 
from traditional articulation and oral-motor therapy for both 
diagnostic and treatment procedures.  This material is practical, 
comprehensive, and insightful.  It is 
based on thirty years of direct therapy 
experience with the frontal and lateral 
lisps in a wide variety of clients.  Learn 
how to diagnose, treat, shorten therapy 
time, motivate, and develop effective 
entrance/exit criteria.  Professionals will 
find a fresh perspective here. 

228 pages, professional resource 

PM-902 $58.95 

Carryover Techniques in Articulation 
and Phonological Therapy 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

Here is a wonderful research-based and 
practical resource in helping your clients 
learn how to carryover their skills to all 
speaking situations.  This book covers 
everything from self-monitoring to games 
and activities that promote carryover.  
This author’s three decades of clinical 
experience make this a valuable resource 
that you’re sure to use. 

170 pages, professional resource 

PM-978 $49.99 
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NEW 

5 Minute Therapy 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Susan M. Sexton and Linda E. Seth 

This program is a creative, effective service delivery model for 
students working on articulation skills.  Very often in traditional 
pull-out group therapy, students in the group alternate during the 
sessions between actively working on sounds with the SLP and 
passively waiting while others receive the direct instruction and 
practice.  This program was built to minimize the amount of 
unproductive “down time” and time out of the general education 
curriculum, while maximizing active, individualized learning.  
 

5-Minute Therapy is a program for delivering services to students 
with speech sound disorders by scheduling short, individual drill 
sessions.  The child receives therapy in the hallway for 
designated number of 5 to 10 minute sessions, based on therapy 
needs.  Over the last 7 years, data has shown that this model is 
more effective than tradition group therapy in achieving speech 
goals. 
 

Developed to be easy to use, the manual includes information on 
scheduling options and IEP wording for service delivery based 
on the degree of need.  If your caseload is full, if group 
scheduling is a challenge, and if you are looking for a way to 
deliver services more efficiently and effectively, then the 5-
Minute Therapy program is definitely worth a look! 

MK-800  Manual  $30.00 
volumes 1-6 

MK-900  Vol. 1-6 $99.00 

MK-001  $18.00 

MK-002  $18.00 

MK-003  $18.00 

MK-004  $18.00 

MK-005  $18.00 

MK-006  $18.00 

Articulation Stories For Carryover 
Practice 
Ages 6 and up Grades 1st and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

This well-designed, reproducible workbook focuses on reading and 
structured conversational speech activities for carryover practice.  When 
your students need something more challenging than the standard 
practice at the word, phrase, and sentence levels, then this is the 
resource for you.  Included in this book are: 
 

 Stories conveniently divided by sound. 
 Targets sixteen (16) commonly misarticulated sounds:  f, th, sh, ch, 

l, l-blends, s, s-blends, r, r-blends, and vocalic ar, or, ire, air, ear, 
and er. 

 Rebus stories (pictures) for struggling or beginning readers. 
 Traditional stories (no pictures) for older students. 
 Comprehension questions after each story in order to provide 

structured practice opportunities for the generalization of skills 
beyond the word level. 

 You can purchase this wonderful resource as a reproducible 
workbook or as a convenient CD that is fully printable so you can 
print pages as needed—your choice! 

 

This book is great for advanced practice for students with speech sound 
disorders.  Perfect for younger children as well as older children—just 
choose the most appropriate format (rebus or traditional) for the student 
you are serving. 

reproducible activities Available 
February 2011 

Available 
February 2013 WB-1045  Workbook  $34.95 

CD-1045   CD             $34.95 



Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Finally there is a way to collect data effortlessly and easily!  
Whether you are implementing RTI for articulation or needing 
an effective way to collect data and show progress for IEPs, 
these easy-to-use data collection sheets make this task a 
breeze!  Collecting individualized data without having to count 
every production during therapy sessions and having the 
results mapped out neatly on these data collection charts 
make record keeping a cinch.  Each book contains the 
following: 
 

 Well-constructed, comprehensive data collection sheets. 

 Target words separated by word position (I/M/F) as well 
as by syllable amount (1-syllable words, 2-syllabe words, 
etc.) 

 Data sheets containing pictures, single words, phrases, 
sentences, and sound-loaded paragraphs. 

 Each sheet allows you to collect data up to ten (10) 
different times (except for paragraphs) using the same 
sheet—perfect for weekly data collection in typical 9-week 
grading periods in most school settings (i.e., baseline and 
then 9-weeks of therapy). 

 Percentages easily calculated because they are based on 
ten (10) stimuli per page. 

 

Clinicians love the quick and easy manner in which 
data can be collected and inserted into student files 
or folders.  A wonderful way to collect baseline data, 
show progress, and then illustrate dismissal criteria. 
 

Although developed and ideal for quick data 
collection and to easily show parents progress, these 
sheets can be sent home for homework and used for 
quick drill-based therapy sessions.  The 
comprehensive nature of these articulation sheets 
make them very versatile.  

Data Collection For RTI 
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approximately 100 pages each, reproducible activities 

NEW 

WB-1025  Workbook   
CD-1025  CD  

WB-1020  Workbook   
CD-1020  CD  

WB-1015  Workbook   
CD-015  CD  

WB-1010  Workbook   
CD-1010  CD  

WB-1005  Workbook   
CD-1005  CD  

Each Workbook  $19.95 
Each CD  $19.95 
WB-1040 Workbook Set (5 books)  $90.95 
CD-1040 CD Set (5 CDs)  $90.95 
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Learn how to use vowels to facilitate improved intelligibility in 
children with severe expressive speech delay or disorder.  This 
lecture on CD and corresponding booklet reveal how children with 
apraxia or dysarthria can become significantly more intelligible 
when the focus or early treatment 
shifts from the consonants to the 
vowels.  Topics include: 

Becoming Verbal with Childhood 
Apraxia helps therapists and 
parents learn how to help 
children become more: 
 

 Vocal  
 Verbal  
 Communicative  
 Imitative 
 Interactive  
 

This resource is based on the 
original writings of Jean Piaget 
and Pam Marshalla's three 
decades of clinical work with 
children. It contains profound yet 
practical tools for helping 
children learn to talk. Teach your 
child to speak up, speak out, 
play with sounds and words, and become 
much more expressive. 

Becoming Verbal with  
Childhood Apraxia 
Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

110-page resource book 

PM-065  $23.95 

Vowel Tracks for  
Improving Intelligibility 
Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

recorded lecture and corresponding booklet 

PM-100  $54.95 

Apraxia Uncovered 
Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

This book and audio seminar 
present a deep perspective on 
speech sound development.  
Using a month-by-month 
developmental framework, Pam 
Marshalla describes how to 
nurture sound development in 
children who have great 
difficulty learning to make 
sounds and speech.  She 
integrates information from 
articulation, phonology, oral-
motor, and infant vocal 
development into a 
comprehensive plan of 
treatment.  This material will 
help you understand how to help children 
make a wider variety of consonants, vowels, 
syllables, and words and to become more 
intelligible. This approach is useful for those 
who have unintelligible/limited speech. 

164-page resource book & 4-hour audio on 3 CDs 

PM-604-Book and CDs  $99.95 
PM-604x-Book Only  $23.95 

How to Stop Drooling 
Ages 2-7 Grades PreK-2nd 

By Pam Marshalla 

Reduce or eliminate problematic drooling behavior with 
multisensory learning activities and behavior management.  Learn 
how to address the problem in the home and school environments.  
This book has been written for parents and 
therapists.  Chapters include: 
 Questions and answers about drooling 
 Improving oral awareness in order to stay 

dry 
 Increasing frequency and efficiency of the 

swallow 
 Improving lip and facial function 

64-page resource book 

PM-049  $18.95 

How to Stop Thumbsucking 
Ages 2-7 Grades PreK-2nd 

By Pam Marshalla 

Learn highly practical methods to eliminate 
persistent thumbsucking and other oral habits.  
Written for both parents and therapists, this 
book explains why and how to stop 
thumbsucking with common-sense 
procedures. 

80-page resource book 

PM-057  $18.95 

 The importance of vowels 
 Problems in the clinic 
 Setting the vowel 
 Choosing vowels 
 Multisensory training 
 Developing short vowels 
 Developing diphthong tracks 
 Vowel problems with /r/ and /l/ 
 

Excellent for both student and professional 
SLPs! 

Apraxia 



DOT Oral-Motor 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

222 pages, reproducible activities 
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Tuned In To Learning Emerging 
Speech and Oral Motor Skills (Vol. 7) 
Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Jeremy Jensen and Michelle Lazar  

music CDs 

TIL-190  $39.95 

WB-2500    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2500x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2500    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2500x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 
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Let’s get out the paint markers and practice our oral-motor 
exercises! DOT Oral-Motor is a fun-filled workbook 
containing reproducible pages of exercises designed to 
increase the strength and coordination of the tongue and lips. Each 
student gets a game sheet targeting a specific exercise and a paint 
marker, and the fun begins.  Here is what is included: 
 
 Reproducible worksheets targeting exercises to help strengthen 

and coordinate the tongue and lips. 
 

 Lively illustrations coupled with detailed descriptions making each 
exercise understandable for even the youngest child. 

 

 Sections are conveniently divided into exercises that involve 
props and those exercises that don't require any props. 

 

 Worksheets allow exercises to be introduced and practiced, 
followed by several pages of activities to choose from to ensure 
mastery. 

 

DOT Oral-Motor is full of tongue and lip activities that your students 
will love to cover with dots as they practice various exercises!  Choose 
the reproducible workbook or a fully printable CD—your choice! 

Oral-Motor 

This product has small parts. ! 

The upbeat tunes in this dual disk set are designed to teach special 
learners the fundamentals of speech.   

 Contains ten (10) original songs and seven (7) Adapt-a-Songs. 

 CD-ROM comes complete with printable flashcards, lesson 
plans, data sheets, adaptations for students at varying levels, 
and icons for use on visual schedules. 

 Skills include:  word & vocal 
imitation, sign language, 
yes/no, breath control, 
requesting, phrase length, 
object labeling, and oral-
motor skills. 

Funny Faces 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

IP-150  $16.99 
60 face cards, 30 face titles, 4 wooden tokens, game board, mirror 

One player makes a face that 
matches one of the faces on 
the game board while the other 
players guess which it is. The 
best face wins!   

NEW 

Oral-Motor Techniques in 
Articulation & Phonological Therapy 
Ages Birth and up Grades PreK and up 

By Pam Marshalla 

This is the original oral-motor resource that gives highly detailed, 
well-organized therapy strategies.  These are the topics that are 
clearly explained:    

 Infant developmental stages 
 How to get tongue/lateral margin elevation 
 Jaw facilitation activities 
 Tactile sensitivity 
 Lip retraction 
 Apraxia 
 How to stimulate /k/, /g/, /l/, /r/, and /s/ 
 How to reduce drooling 
 

Learn why and how to do basic oral-motor 
therapy with this step-by-step resource from 
Pam Marshalla!  It was named Top Ten by 
the Library of Speech-Language Pathology 
in 2002.  This is clearly one of the best 
resource texts on oral-motor available. 

100-page resource book 

PM-030  $58.95 

See page 53 for alternative ways 
to use this workbook.  
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Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth  
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54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, 50 tokens, 1 double dice, & storage tin 

Teaching Kids of All Ages to Ask Questions 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
By Marilyn M. Toomey 

Help those who haven’t yet mastered their ability to ask 
questions with this reference/activity book.   

 Section one, for younger children, follows the 
events of characters, presenting hundreds of who, 
what, when, where, and why questions. 

 Section two presents syntax and morphology 
reference material (past, present, and future tense 
verbs, regular/irregular verbs,  etc.) that identify and 
explain the elements of question formation. 

 Section three, for older students and adults, 
contains numerous activity question exercises for 
improving question-asking skills. 

174 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-017  $29.95 

This set’s emphasis is on the fundamental building blocks of wh question development 
through multiple modality learning.  It includes: 
 

 An Activity Book with ideas, stories, and reproducible WH– cue sheets. 
 A Change-a-Story Flip Book. Make literally hundreds of different sentence-story 

combinations by flipping tabs for who, what, where, and when concept pictures. 
 16 WH– Visual Cue Cards. Four (4) different cue cards focus on different stages 

of WH– concept awareness.  These help in prompting students. Each card is 
laminated double-sided (8 1/2” X 11”). 

 Two Interactive Games with WH– questions. Laminated, double-sided, 11” x 17”. 

The Entire World of WH? Questions Activity Set 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

44-page reproducible book, flip book, 4 sets of 4 cue cards, laminated game, playing pieces, & die 

EWWH-001  $39.99 

DDD-001  $25.99 

This motivating 54-card deck targets who, what, where, and when questions.  Each card 
contains: 
 A photograph depicting an occupation or an object. 
 A beginning of a sentence (e.g., This is a…). 
 Four (4) different wh questions directed toward the photograph.   
 

Here is how it works: 
 A student rolls the double dice and it lands on a shape. 
 The student turns over the card with the corresponding shape. 
 The student completes the sentence at the top of the card. 
 The student answers the specific question that corresponds to the number 

indicated on the inner die. 
Students get plenty of practice (up to 216 questions) and enjoy using this activity time 
and time again!  Cards are colorful and measure 3” x 5”. 

Bestseller! 
WH Questions? Double Dice Deck 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Language-Questions 

™ 

Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

By Mary Miller Pembleton 
Thirty-two (32) open-ended Who, What, and 
Where questions are on this 4” soft 
Thumball™.   These questions target 
communities, occupations, and work 
environments.   
 

 What do people do at the beach? 
 Who works with animals? 
 

Develop receptive and 
expressive language 
skills, and encourage 
staying on topic with 
this therapy tool. 

32 panels, 4” ball 

TB-125  $10.99 

People, Places, and  
Things Thumball 



Fiction 

This beautifully constructed card deck provides a 
motivating way to assist students in learning how 
to rearrange words within a sentence to form 
questions.  
 

Here is how it works: 
 A student rolls the double dice 

and it lands on a shape. 
 The student turns over the card 

with the corresponding shape. 
 The student reads the 

sentence which corresponds to 
the number indicated on the 
inner die. 

 The student rearranges the 
words to form a question. 

 

Students get plenty of practice (up 
to 216 questions) and enjoy using 
this activity time and time again!   

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction 
cards, storage tin 

Changing Statements into Questions 
Double Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12  Grades 1st-5th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

DDD-013  $16.99 

Asking Questions  
Double Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-5th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

This Double Dice Deck prompts students to use the following 
question forms: who, what, where, and when.  
 

There are fifty-four (54) total playing cards. The first twenty-
seven (27) cards contain a photograph followed by four (4) 
sentences describing a question a person wants to ask. The 
student responds by asking the appropriate question using the 
bolded target word in each sentence.  

The remaining twenty-seven (27) 
cards contain a photograph and 
four (4) fill-in-the-blank style 
sentences that need to be 
completed using a question word.  

DDD-012   $16.99 
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Language-Questions 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction  
cards, storage tin 

Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 
Reading Level:  2.0-4.5  

5 W’s Story Cards 

Each “newspaper-article” story is less than 150 words.  Both the fiction 
and nonfiction stories feature follow-up Who, What, When, Where, and 
Why questions plus captivating illustrations to help bring the stories to 
life. 

40 articles, double-sided cards, 200 
questions, 3 copies of each 6”x8” card 

RM-100   $19.99 

20 articles, double-sided cards, 100 
questions, 3 copies of each 6”x8” card 

RM-105   $19.99 

Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 
Reading Level:  3.0-5.0  

5 W’s Game 

Students can read or listen to you read 
hilarious “newspaper-articles” and then 
answer Who, What, When, Where, and 
Why comprehension questions as they 
move around the game board collecting 
points. 
game board, 75 question cards, 6 pawns, 1 dice 

RM-115  $19.99 

Ages 6 –12 Grades 1st-5th 
Reading Level:  1.0-5.0  (Each book is a different level) 

The Five W’s Workbooks 

Grab students’ attention with the high-interest, factual newspaper 
articles featured in these books!  Each article is presented in a 
realistic and appealing format.  Follow up Who, What, When, 
Where, and Why questions help boost comprehension. 

5 book set 

RM-110   $44.95 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

Nonfiction 
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Keys To Comprehension Game 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

game board, spinner, 90 question cards, 36 key cards, 6 pawns, 1 die 

Players move around the colorful 
board collecting “keys” and 
encountering dangers along the 
way.  After landing on a spot, 
players spin to determine which 
specific skill to focus on, draw a 
card, read (or listen to the 
instructor read) a short passage, 
and then answer the question.  
Once they collect all 6 keys, then 
they are on their way to unlocking 
the buried treasure and winning the 
game. 

Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

Each individual box gives targeted, in-depth 
practice for the 6 essential comprehension skills
– main idea, context, facts, sequence, 
conclusion, and fact & opinion in high-interest 
fiction and nonfiction stories to build key 
comprehension skills.  The students may read 
(reading level 3.0-4.5) or the instructor can read 
and ask the follow-up questions.   A perfect 
resource for developing these state-standard 
comprehension skills. 

RM-120 Getting The Main Idea      $19.99 
RM-125   Using The Context  $19.99 
RM-130   Finding The Facts  $19.99 
RM-135   Detecting The Sequence $19.99 
RM-140   Drawing Conclusions  $19.99 
RM-145   Identifying Fact & Opinion $19.99 
RM-150   6 Boxed Set & Storage Rack $99.99 

Comprehension Quickies Story Cards 
Ages 6-12 Grades 1st-6th 

RM-155    Level 1  (RL: 1.0-2.5)    $19.99 
RM-160    Level 2  (RL: 2.5-4.0)    $19.99 

Featuring a controlled 
vocabulary and simple 
sentence structure 
makes these leveled 
story cards perfect for 
improving overall 
comprehension.  Each 
boxed set includes 40 
nonfiction stories and 
more than 200 
comprehension 
questions.  Cards 
measure 6” x 8”. 

NEW 

RM-165  $19.99 

Develop language 
comprehension and memory by 
using this multisensory approach.  
Students use the senses of sight, 
hearing, and touch to help them 
understand and remember verbal 
information more effectively.   
 

 This workbook includes forty 
(40) lessons with corresponding 
scenes that highlight an event in 
the daily lives of two families. 

 The instructor reads the text and 
points to key elements of the 
scene (setting, characters, etc.) 
as the students listen. 

 The students are then asked to “tell what is happening in 
the picture” as they view the scene and touch key 
elements. 

 Finally, the students retell the story with only the scene 
present.  The characters, actions, and objects are 
provided as clues. 

Developing Language 
Comprehension Using Multisensory 
Activities 
Ages 5-9  Grades K-3rd 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

120 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-047  $29.95 

NEW 

Specific Skill Builders Story Cards Language-Comprehension 

NEW 



The Entire World of Celebrations &  
Seasons Set 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

This multi-modality set helps teach students major holidays and 
seasonal events. 

 The 214-page Activity Book includes six (6) fun-filled 
worksheets for each holiday (involving reading, math, social 
studies, & science).  All activities are tied to state curriculum 
standards so writing goals and staying on topic is a breeze. 

 The Sequence Cards depict twenty (20) different seasonal 
events and aid in teaching sequencing, expressive and 
receptive 
language skills, 
and answering Wh 
questions. 

 The fun Select-a-
Holiday Wheel 
shows the 
changing seasons, 
the order of 
holidays, and the 
month they occur. 

135 pages, reproducible activities 

The Language of Math  
for Young Learners 
Ages 6-9  Grades 1st-4th 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

Are you working with students who have language difficulties and 
seeing that their language challenges are also making them have a 
difficult time in math?  This reproducible workbook offers an 
organized way to teach math 
concepts through step-by-step 
language lessons. 
 

 Section One has activities 
for understanding sixty (60) 
concepts and vocabulary 
words dealing with 
numbers and order. 

 

 Section Two contains forty 
(40) concept worksheets. 

 

 Section Three has 
everyday math applications. 

 

Math helps us everyday.  
Activities in this book are 
designed to stimulate 
conversations and lessons 
where math concepts function 
to help quantify, manipulate, and 
organize every day experiences. 

CP-022  $29.95 

Teaching the Language of Time 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

This helpful book enables you to present the following aspects  
of time: 
 

 Sequenced events 
 Simultaneous events 
 Time measurement 
 Particular points in time 
 Cycles 
 Schedules 
 Aging 
 Rate of motion in time 
 Past and present events 
 

Talk about time using ideas 
and language presented here.  
Support your lessons using 
the pictures and graphics in 
this book.  The activity pages 
give students plenty of 
practice with these concepts. 
Enjoy teaching the language of 
time! 

110 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-024  $27.95 
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214-page activity book, 60 sequence 
cards, 11”  movable wheel 

EWC-004  $39.99 

Defining and Describing 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

This well-organized workbook shows 
students how to define and how to 
describe, as well as gives them all 
the vocabulary they need to do it!  
Using a simple but effective format, 
students learn how to define and 
describe with ease.  Here is what is 
included: 
 

 Lists of items by category. 
 Lists of descriptive terms. 
 Activity pages that teach descriptive 

vocabulary. 
 Activity pages that help students 

develop specific skills needed to 
construct definitions. 

 Pages and pages of ideas and 
words to build more advanced 
and creative descriptions. 

 

You will get your students defining, 
describing, categorizing, and building 
an abundant vocabulary in no time! 

140 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-014  $29.95 

Language-Vocabu lary 



The Entire World of Attributes 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Christine Ristuccia 

An easy-to-use resource for teaching attributes and categories.  
Unique organizational cue cards help your students classify 
challenging attribute and categorization concepts.   

 Four (4) levels of activities allow your students to progress 
quickly to more difficult levels.   

 Starts with an easy-to-follow organization chart and leads to 
difficult, yet fun, game activities.  

 Great for visual cues and organization. 

EWA-001  $29.99 

4 copies of 4 cue cards, 2 game boards, playing pieces, and instructions 

Print, Cut, & Play Language 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Make language therapy fun and exciting.  This easy-to-use software lets you 
instantly access thirty-six (36) full-color (or black-and-white) language 
activities.  These hands-on games are well-organized and a great alternative to 
the typical paper and pencil activities.  You print, cut out, and then play!  There 
are four (4) games per target skill. 

CD-ROM, Windows 98 or higher; Mac OS 10+ 

CD-9920  $36.95 

 Synonyms 
 Antonyms 
 Multiple Meanings 

 Idioms 
 Analogies 
 Descriptions 

 Categorization 
 Problem Solving 
 Comparing/Contrasting 

All of these products have small parts. ! 
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Pick Your Points—Language 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

No photocopying or pencils allowed with this interactive language 
activity!  Place the magnets and section headers on the magnetic/
dry erase board and you are ready to begin.  Fifty (50) questions 
in each of the difficulty areas (easy, medium, and difficult) for each 
skill area are conveniently organized for you all in one manual.  
Target areas are: 

JER-111  $65.00 

Part 1 
 Antonyms 
 Synonyms 
 Categories 
 Multiple Meanings 
 Idioms 

Part 2 
 Nouns 
 Verbs 
 Adjectives 
 Plurals 
 Contractions 

Part 3 
 Who 
 What  
 Where 
 When 
 Why 

magnetic dry erase board, 45 magnets, manual, tote bag 

By Rose Medlock &  Janet Derrick 

Do Rugs 
Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-5th 
By Debbie Hisam & Linda Seth 

Are you looking for a resource for kinesthetic learners?  Help your 
students jump, hop, step, toss, and tap their way into language 
learning. Lessons are designed to teach: 
 Auditory reception 
 Grammar 
 Phonemic awareness 
 Literacy 
 Morphology 
 Semantics 

ETC-500  $24.99 
44 pages, professional resource 

Language-Vocabu lary 
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DOT Language 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth  

152 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-3010    Workbook with Paint Markers       $39.95 
WB-3010x  Workbook without Paint Markers  $33.95 
CD-3010    CD with Paint Markers                  $39.95 
CD-3010x  CD without Paint Markers             $33.95 

“Dot” your way to language success with these wonderful game sheets.  Your 
students will love improving their language skills while using their paint 
markers to mark up their papers!  Each student gets a game sheet targeting 
a specific language area and a paint marker.  The student follows the 
directions, dotting each dot as he/she practices the language skill.  DOT 
Language provides game sheets focusing on the following skills: 
 

 Categories 
 Descriptions 
 Synonyms/Antonyms 
 Definitions 
 Similarities/Differences 
 Wh Questions 
 

Put down the pencils, pick up the paint markers, and add some energy to 
your therapy sessions. 

Bestseller! 

Synonyms and Antonyms Double 
Dice Add-On Deck assists 
students in building more robust 
vocabulary skills by learning the 
synonyms and antonyms of words 
in context.  It features: 
 

 Fifty-four (54) playing cards 
(half target synonyms and 
half target antonyms). 

 Each card has a photograph 
and four sentences 
corresponding to it.  

 A target word within each 
sentence is highlighted, and the 
student replaces this word with the 
corresponding synonym or antonym.  

 This means that your students get 
108 different opportunities to 
practice synonyms and 108 
opportunities to practice antonyms. 

 An answer key is included. 
 It is played similar to all the other 

Double Dice Decks! 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

54 playing cards, 4 content/direction cards, storage tin 

DDD-017  $16.99 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Vocabulary GROWth 
Ages 6-14 Grades 1-8th 

By Debbie Hisam & Linda Seth 

This book will help you teach vocabulary skills 
while reinforcing active 
listening skills, 
cooperative teamwork, 
and critical thinking.  
Topics covered include: 
 Antonyms/

Synonyms 
 Categories 
 Compound Words 
 Contractions 
 Heteronyms 
 Homophones 
 Multiple Meaning 

Words 
 Plurals 
 Prefixes/Suffixes/

Bases 
 Rhymes 

Each lesson includes 
objectives, instructions, 
suggestions for 
modifications, plus all of the 
necessary word and 
sentence lists.   

160 pages, professional resource 

ETC-200  $34.99 

Synonyms & Antonyms 
Double Dice Add-On Deck 

Language-Vocabu lary 

See page 53 for alternative ways 
to use this workbook.  



Here is a perfect supplement if you are 
working with students needing assistance with 
describing items and defining words.  Each card in 
this Double Dice Deck allows students the 
opportunity to describe items in the areas of: 
 Category (What group does it belong to?) 

 Function (What does it do?/What is done to it?) 

 Appearance & Components (What does it look 
like?/What parts does it have?) 

 Location (Where do you find 
it?) 

 

Here is how it works: 

 A student rolls the double 
dice and it lands on a shape. 

 The student turns over the 
card with the corresponding 
shape. 

 The student reads (or listens 
as you read) the question that 
corresponds to the number 
indicated on the inner die. 

 

The best part is that if you take all 
the answers 1-4 and put them together you have a 
complete and accurate definition!  (Example:  Bread 
is a type of food (category); that you eat (function); it 
is rectangular, has a crust, and a soft center 
(appearance/components); and you find it in a 
grocery store or in your kitchen cabinet.) 

Double Dice Language 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

Double Dice Language targets many semantic language skills in a motivating, yet no-nonsense 
manner.  This workbook works just like the other Double Dice workbooks (see page 3 for specifics).  
The areas covered include: 
 

 Categories (Appearance, Function, Content, Location, Components) 

 Descriptions (Appearance, Function, Content, Location, Components) 

 Compare and Contrast (both nouns and verbs) 

 Synonyms 

 Antonyms 

 Multiple Meanings 
 

This comprehensive resource comes as a reproducible workbook or as a 
fully printable CD—you choose what is most convenient for you! 
 

All game sheets are played in a similar manner, so you can mix-and-
match game pages within a single therapy group. 

215 pages, reproducible activities, 1 double dice 

WB-2106   $38.95 
CD-2106   $38.95 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Bestseller! 

Define & Describe Double 
Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, storage tin 

DDD-008  $16.99 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

All of these products have small parts. ! 
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Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Mary Miller Pembleton 

576 questions of 288 cards, twisted timer, rules 

PH-7428  $27.99 

After catching the Category 
Mania Thumball™, the 
student looks at the category 
label listed underneath their 
thumb and names items 
belonging to that category.   
 

This Thumball™ is soft and 
4” for easy catching.  It 
promotes word-finding skills, 
improves creative thinking, 
organizes vocabulary, and develops short-term 
memory strategies.  There are 32 (thirty-two) 
categories to stimulate word activities for every age. 

yellow/blue 4” ball w/ 32 panels 

TB-105  $10.99 

Ages 10 and up Grades 4th and up 

5 Second Rule 

You play by naming 3 (three) 
items that belong to a specific 
category.  Use the five second 
timer to add excitement and 
play as a game or use the cards 
without the timer to assist with 
categorizational skills  
without the time pressure.   
Cards come in a study 
box and the timer is truly 
unique! 

Category Mania Thumball™ 

Language-Vocabu lary 

Bestseller! 



This book goes beyond simply teaching about categories, but more 
into the strategies to use when discussing and thinking about 
attributes, relationships between category members, and how to apply 
the strategies to new learning situations.  What is unique is that the 
program is an interactive, 
observational assessment 
approach that provides the 
SLP with valuable information 
about the type of remediation 
needed by the student.  The 
four sections are: 
 

 Attributes and Categories 
 

 Single Attributes 
 

 Multiple Attributes and 
Categories 

 

 Subcategories and 
Hierarchies 

 

Each activity includes a 
student worksheet and an 
instructor guide with the 
answers, modifications, and 
supplemental questions.  
Skills are also aligned to 
curriculum standards for easy 
reference. 

The Entire World of Categories 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Joyce A. Olson 

238 pages, reproducible activities 

EWA-003  $34.99 

Categories Double  
Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

54 playing cards, 3 content cards, storage tin 

DDD-010  $16.99 

Categories Kit 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

This kit provides plenty of hands-on practice as students 
develop beginning skills in grouping, classifying, and 
communicating. This resource develops basic categorical 
skills as students sort to find animals, toys, flowers, fruits, 
and more, as they identify pictures that are similar to items on 
each card. 

PH-2383  $31.99 

two-drawer storage box, 70 soft picture tiles, 12 double-sided activity 
cards, activity guide 

By Rachele Ellsworth 
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Bestseller! 

Language Skills 
Pocket Chart 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

portable tabletop pocket chart, 40  
double-sided homonym/antonym tiles, 
63 double-sided synonym/compound 
word titles, activity guide 

Are you working with homonyms, 
synonyms, antonyms, and/or 
compound words?  These are all 
included in this four-in-one value set. 
Sets up nicely on the top of a table 
for hands-on learning! 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Here is a perfect therapy aid if you are 
working with students needing assistance 
with categorization skills.  Each card in 
this Double Dice Deck allows students the 
opportunity to name items belonging to 
categories in the areas of: 
 Appearance 

 Function 

 Components 

 Location 
 

Here is how it works: 

 A student rolls the double dice and it 
lands on a shape. 

 The student turns over the card with 
the corresponding shape. 

 The student names items belonging to the 
category that corresponds to the number indicated 
on the inner die. 

PH-780  $21.99 



Advanced Vocabulary Building Double 
Dice Add-On Deck is the perfect way 
for speech-language pathologists to 
assist their clients in improving their 
vocabulary skills beyond the basic 
level. The vocabulary in this deck is 
designed for upper 
elementary- and 
junior-high-school-
aged students. 
 
 

Each card 
contains a target 
vocabulary word, 
a photograph 
depicting the word 
or concept, a short 
definition, and 4 
(four) questions. 
The questions 
target:  

 Antonyms. 
 Sentences usage. 
 Which word doesn’t belong. 
 Naming items/places/situations 

related to the vocabulary word. 
 

This is an Add-On deck, so it contains 
fifty-four (54) cards in a storage tin.  A 
double dice is needed to play (pg. 4) 
or the cards can be used alone. 

Way To G.R.O.W. 
Ages 6-15 Grades 1st-9th 

By Debbie Hisam & Linda Seth 

This book provides thirty-nine (39) 
motivating games and activities for 
use across the curriculum in both 
large and small groups.  You provide 
the questions, and this book gives 
you activities to use to reinforce the 
concepts in a motivating format.  The 
activities foster creative, collaborative 
competition!   

106 pages, professional resource 

ETC-300  $24.99 
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Motivational Language Activities  
for Adolescents 

Ages 10 and up Grades 5th and up 

By Michele P. Drake 

Here is a workbook that fills the gap for SLPs working with 10- to 17-year-olds.  It targets oral 
and written activities to improve general language skills with an added motivational component. 
 

 Skills addressed include: categories, attributes, sentence formulation, exclusions, 
sequencing, definitions, vocabulary, synonyms, antonyms, functions, writing activities, and 
more.  

 Pages are formatted with an older audience in mind—no silly, younger-looking art. 

 Students answer questions with a point system in place, and more sophisticated answers 
earn a greater amount of points. 

 

You need to motivate those students who have been in therapy for years, so try doing it with 
Motivational Language Activities for Adolescents! 

140 pages, reproducible activities 

MD-100  $29.99 

Ages 8-12  Grades 3-6 

2-6 Players 

Words are the 
“weights” to this 
workout!  A 
refreshing and 
truly enjoyable 
way to build 
vocabulary, this 
full-color board 
game takes 
learners on a 
“defining” 
mission.  
Players 
advance along 
the path by 
spinning the spinner and correctly defining words—from cash to 
curious, dash to dazzling!  Includes a bonus word list so new 
vocabulary can be introduced once the “old” is learned. 

RM-170  $19.99 

Advanced Vocabulary Building 
Add-On Deck 
Ages 10-15 Grades 5th-9th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-014  $16.99 

54 playing cards, 3 content cards, storage tin 

Vocabulary Builder 

Language-Vocabu lary 

NEW 



Help lead your students to move from talking in sentences to 
formulating sentence combinations, 
writing paragraphs, and retelling 
stories. 
 

 Section 1:  Students work on 
formulating personal narratives:  
talking about themselves, their 
ideas, and experiences. 

 

 Section 2:  Students are guided 
to state simple concepts in a 
proper format. 

 

 Section 3:  Using picture pages, 
students are guided to 
reconstruct narratives, sentence 
by sentence, about what they 
see. 

 

 Section 4:  Two familiar stories are 
presented with pictures. The students 
are encouraged to retell the story in 
narrative form. 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

This workbook is designed to help 
students understand and produce 
the structure of a story.  After using 
this workbook, students will 
understand that story narratives 
have particular structural 
characteristics and that all stories 
include common elements that are 
arranged in a predictable sequence. 
 

 Section 1:  Addresses the story 
as a whole. 

 Section 2:  Addresses the elements 
of a story. 

 Section 3:  Addresses story creation 
and challenges students to write 
their own stories.  

Telling a Story 

108 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-020  $29.95 
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From Sentence to Narrative 
Ages 4-8  Grades PreK-3rd 

113 pages, reproducible workbook 

CP-027  $32.95 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

Tell Tale Fairy Tales 
Ages 5 and up GradesK and up 

60 image cards, illustrated rules, tin container 

Tell Tale 
Ages 6 and up Grades 1st and up 

Pictures are worth a thousand words! 
Students are guided through their own 
unique tale with a variety of characters 
and situations. As they align the cards 
and tell their tale, their narrative and 
language skills develop with ease. 
60 image cards, illustrated rules, tin container 

BO-110  $15.99 

BO-115  $15.99 

Develop literacy skills, verbal organization, 
and expression.  This ball contains twelve 
story element questions (plot, setting, 
characters, conflict, etc.).  It helps improve 
motivation and comprehension. 

Ages 6 and up Grades 1st and up 

Parts of a Story Thumball™ 

multi-colored 4” ball w/ 12 panels 

TB-120  $10.99 

DOT Therapy Reinforcers 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

These open-ended worksheets are the 
perfect way to target any skill in a 
motivational format.  Upon answering a 
question, articulating a specific sound, 
or demonstrating any specific target 
response, the students get to “dot” up 
their game sheet using paint markers. 
 Twenty-two (22) theme-based 

sections with ten (10) pages each.  
Sections include:  
Dragons & 
Wizards, Clowning 
Around, Jungle 
Exploration, 
Cowboy 
Adventures, 
Prehistoric 
Journey, Outer 
Space, Pirates, The 
Sea, and more. 
Each page has 
twenty (20) open 
circles to be dotted. 

220 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2900    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2900x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2900    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2900x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

NEW 

Language-Narrative 

Drawing inspiration from cards illustrated 
with whimsical characters and situations, 
students weave fanciful stories.   

NEW 
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DOT Grammar 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

212 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-3020    Workbook with Paint Markers         $39.95 
WB-3020x  Workbook without Paint Markers    $33.95 
CD-3020    CD with Paint Markers                    $39.95 
CD-3020x  CD without Paint Markers               $33.95 

Are you working with students who are struggling with the fundamentals of syntax/
grammar?  This motivating DOT workbook (or fully printable CD) covers those basic areas 
of grammar that students must know in order to be successful throughout school.  Skills:  

 Nouns (Concrete, Abstract, Singular, Plural, Irregular, Possessive, Common, and 
Proper) 

 Pronouns (Singular, Plural, Subject, Object, Possessive, Reflexive, Interrogative, 
Demonstrative, Relative, and Indefinite ) 

 Adjectives (Descriptive, Quantitative, Predicate, Comparative, 
Superlative, and Indefinite/Definite Articles) 

 Verbs (Action, Helping, Linking, Present, Past, Past Participle, 
Irregular, Future, Subject-Verb Agreement, and Infinitives) 

 Adverbs 
 Sentences (Subjects, Predicates, Compound, Complete, Sentence 

Types, and Conjunctions) 
 

A systematic approach, review, and a lot of practice is what students 
need to master correct grammar skills. 

Irregular Verbs Double Dice Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-003  $25.99 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, 50 tokens, 1 double dice, 
storage tin 

Regular Verbs Double Dice Add-On Deck 
is a wonderful way to target verbs that so 
many of our students have difficulty 
mastering!  This deck targets: 
 

 Present progressive tense 
 Present tense 
 Past tense (regular) 
 Future tense 
 

Each card contains a photograph 
depicting an action, the name of the 
action, and four (4) fill-in-the-blank-style 
sentences that need to be completed 
using the target verb. 
 

The cards are further divided by how the 
regular past tense endings are 
pronounced:  /t/, /ed/, /d/.  This allows 
therapy to be customized to the specific 
errors being produced. 
 

This is an Add-On deck, so it only 
contains the playing cards and storage 
tin.  The double dice and tokens are not 
included with this set.  A double dice is 
needed to play. 

Regular Verbs Double Dice  
Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-009  $16.99 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, storage tin 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Irregular Verbs Double Dice Deck provides a motivating way for 
speech-language pathologists to target various verb tenses in 
therapy. It targets verbs in the following forms: 
 

 Present progressive tense 
 Present tense 
 Past tense (irregular) 
 Future tense 
 

Each card contains a photograph depicting an action, the name of 
the action, and four (4) fill-in-the-blank-style sentences that need to 
be completed using the target verb. 
 

Students get up to 216 different opportunities to practice their verb 
tenses with these large, colorful 3” x 5” colorful cards.  They come in 
a tin box, with fifty-four (54) playing cards, fifty (50) tokens, and one 
double dice. 

Language-Grammar 



Students get plenty of practice (up to 216 different pronoun 
sentences).  It comes in a sturdy tin box, with cards, tokens, 
and double dice.  Cards are large (measuring 3” x 5”) and 
contain colorful photographs.   

Conjunctions Double Dice Add-On Deck is a great 
way to teach students to use conjunctions correctly. 
These are the conjunctions targeted: 
 

 And 
 But 
 Or 
 

The deck is divided, with the first portion containing 
fill-in-the blank-style sentences that require the 
student to put a conjunction in the sentence to make 
it correct.  The second portion contains two 
sentences that need to be combined.  This requires 
the students to use an appropriate conjunction to 
combine two sentences into one. 
 

Students get up to 216 different opportunities to 
practice their conjunction use with these large, 
colorful 3” x 5” photo cards. 
 

This is an Add-On deck, so it only contains the 
playing cards in a storage tin.  The double dice and 
tokens are not included with this set. 

 Theirs 
 It 
 Mixed 
 

 They 
 Them 
 Their 

 He 
 Him 
 His 
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Pronouns! Double Dice Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-004  $25.99 

Pronouns Double Dice Deck is an interactive way to engage students who are having 
difficulty in understanding and producing pronouns correctly.  It targets third-person 
pronouns in the following areas: 
 

 Number (singular/plural) 
 Gender (male/female/neutral) 
 Case (subjective/objective/possessive) 
 

Your students will get plenty of practice with the following pronouns:   
 

 She 
 Her 
 Hers 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, 50 tokens, 1 double dice, storage tin 

Conjunctions Double Dice  
Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-007  $16.99 
54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, storage tin 

This product has small parts. ! 

Talking in Sentences 
Ages 4-10 Grades PreK-6th 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

More than fifty (50) syntax elements are presented in this 
reproducible workbook.  A picture page is for the student and 
a guide page for the instructor.  Students become familiar 
with the same fourteen (14) characters shown throughout 
the book, and instructors become comfortable using the 
same basic format for each lesson.  Best of all, lessons 
result in students generating their own correctly formulated 
sentences! Students will construct sentences using: 

129 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-026  $34.95 

 Subject/Verb 
 Subject/Verb/Object 
 Descriptive Phrases 
 Adverb Phrases 
 Contractions 
 Verb Tenses 
 Conditional Clauses 
 Indirect Objects 
 Much, Much More 

G.R.O.W. Parts of Speech 
Ages 5-12 Grades 1st-5th 

By Debbie Hisam & Linda Seth 

An effective use of classroom time, the sixty 
(60) activities in this book will help you teach 
all eight (8) parts of speech.  Included are all 
of the resource lists and reproducible word 
cards needed to 
teach: 
 Nouns 
 Interjections 
 Adverbs 
 Prepositions 
 Pronouns 
 Adjectives 
 Conjunctions 
 Verbs 

These lessons will 
motivate students 
of various ability 
levels and learning 
styles without the 
use of worksheets. 

ETC-100  $29.99 

107 pages, professional resource 

Language-Grammar 



Expanding and Combining Sentences 
Ages 6-12 Grades 1st-6th 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

For students who talk or write in simple, uninteresting choppy 
sentences, this book will open gateways to success in constructing 
longer, more complex sentences.  
 

 Colorful picture pages, 
along with specific 
instructions in this book, 
provide a means of 
evoking interesting 
descriptive sentences 
from students.   

 Activities encourage 
combining simple 
sentences into larger, 
more appealing 
sentences. 

 Guides for particular types of sentence 
combinations are also given. 

97 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-028  $34.95 

Ages 9 and up Grades 4 and up 

Take students on a cool adventure of extreme sports as they build 
important language skills!  This game challenges students’ 
knowledge of 8 basic parts of speech:  nouns, pronouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections.  
Players also learn to recognize proper nouns, verb phrases, 
articles, and prepositional phrases.  Each player attempts to cover 
as many blocks of four on 
the board before one player 
runs out of markers. 

Parts of Speech Challenge 

64 game cards, 60 transparent markers, reference sheet, answer key,  
instructions, 4 pawns, and a die 

RM-175  $19.99 
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NEW 

Acting Out 
Ages 5-8  Grades K-3rd 

By Linda E. Seth 

121 pages, reproducible  

ETC-600  $35.00 

This unique collection of thirty (30) LISTEN: DO & SAY stories 
promotes better listening and speaking skills, but also assists 
with following directions, vocabulary, grammar, and articulation.  
Students listen to the instructor read the story.  Then they do 
what the story tells them to do.  
Finally, they say what the story 
tells them to say. 
 

Some stories require whole-group 
responses, while others are for 
small groups or individual 
characters.  Several stories 
incorporate targeted language 
structures such as: 
 Pronouns 
 Contractions 
 Possessives 
 Synonyms 
 Negatives 

Language-Grammar 

This book was developed to help students improve functional 
language and communication development.  Abstract notions 
such as goal setting, laying event sequences out into the future, 
projecting outcomes, and preparing to problem solve are most 
challenging for students weak in organizational or social skills. 
Structured activities in this book offer plenty of practice in: 
 

 Vocabulary development 
 Sentence formation 
 Generating cohesive multi-sentence passages 
 Organization 
 Verb-tense agreement 
 Sequencing 
 Time concepts 
 Language of probability 
 Goal setting 
 Perspective taking 

Talk About Planning 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey  

113 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-038  $32.95 

Great for  
Social Language 

too! 



Arrange the three-part story cards and 
build sequencing skills.  There are word 
stories on the backs to encourage early 
reading, sequencing, & narrative skills. 
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 Figurative Language 

 Metaphors 

 Similes 

 ABC order 

4-Step Sequencing Pocket Chart 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

This activity with 26 four-step 
sequences is designed to help 
students develop skills in the 
ordering of events, observing, 
logical thinking, and 
storytelling. The ten (10) clear 
pockets on the front of the 
tabletop stand can hold the 
tiles currently in use, and a 
convenient storage pouch in 
the back stores all the pieces. 

portable tabletop pocket chart, 104 sequence tiles, activity guide 

PH-776  $21.99 

Sequence Plus 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

104 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-015  $29.95 

This workbook presents picture 
sequences along with vocabulary to 
help students talk and write about 
sequenced events.  It contains forty-six 
(46) picture sequences and vocabulary. 

 Ten (10) sets of three-, four-, five-, 
and six-picture sequences and six 
(6) sets of eight-picture sequences. 

 Activity pages encourage writing 
about the sequenced events in paragraph form. 

 Corresponding vocabulary list for each sequence. 

Language-Reason ing 

4-Step Sequencing Kit 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
Working with sequences 
is a great way to assist 
children in developing 
skills in ordering of 
events, predicting 
consequences, 
storytelling, memory skills, 
and logical thinking skills. 

storage box, 70 soft picture tiles, 26 sequence cards, activity guide 

PH-2385  $31.99 

Introducing Inference 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

Some children need direct instruction in 
order to learn the fundamental skills 
required to make inferences.  This 
reproducible workbook teaches those 
essential skills to students who have a 
tough time drawing inferences and 
have even more difficulty explaining 
their reasoning. 
 

 Students ease into inferring by 
identifying missing parts of objects, 
sequencing events out of order, 
and predicting and analyzing 
outcomes. 

 

 Tasks increase in difficulty and 
require the students to pull 
together what they know in order to 
make inferences about a situation. 

113 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-039  $32.95 

Story Sequencing 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

This set of 3” x 3” cards challenges 
students in a fun and colorful 
manner by providing real-life 
sequences to tell a story.  
Designed to improve students 
vocabulary, verbal communication 
skills, ordering of events, and sort 
with logical thinking.   

125 double-sided cards, activity guide 

PH-750  $15.99 

This product has small parts. ! 

Room To G.R.O.W. 
Ages 6-14 Grades 1st-8th 

Perfect for the collaborative classroom, the lessons in this book 
are designed to help develop critical thinking skills. Included are 
activities and resources to teach challenging content such as: 
 

 Sequencing 

 Inferences 

 Classification 

 Asking Questions 

 
Each lesson contains all of the sentences 
and/or word lists that you’ll need to 
implement these innovative activities.  

158 pages, professional resource 

ETC-400  $34.99 

Sequence Rummy 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

TR-300  $5.99 
56 double-sided cards, quick-sorting corners 

NEW 



 Predicting 
 Making Inferences 
 Problem Solving 
 Identifying Facts & Opinions 
 Stating/Justifying Facts & Opinions 
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Critical Thinking—If/Then  
Double Dice Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DOT Reasoning and Problem Solving 
Ages 6-12 Grades 1st-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth 

224 pages, reproducible activities 

DDD-002  $25.99 

Critical Thinking—If/Then Double Dice Deck 
provides a motivating way to work on the logical-
thinking and problem-solving skills that many 
students with language difficulties struggle with.  It 
contains: 
 Two (2) separate levels of difficulty. 
 Fifty-four (54) total playing cards (cards are large 3” x 5”). 
 Each card contains a photograph and four (4) critical thinking 

statements that need to be completed. 
 50 tokens. 
 1 double dice. 
 

Here is how it works: 
 

 A student rolls the double dice and it lands on 
a shape. 

 The student turns over the card with the 
corresponding shape. 

 The student completes the specific if/then 
statement that corresponds to the number 
indicated on the inner die. 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, 50 tokens, 1 double dice, storage tin 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Language-Reason ing Inferences  
Double Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-015  $16.99 
54 playing cards, 2 content/direction cards, storage tin 

Inferences Double Dice Add-On Deck assists students in 
learning how to make logical inferences in their daily lives by 
interpreting visual and auditory information. 
 

Each card contains a photograph, a few lines of text 
explaining a situation, and four (4) inferential questions.  
 

Students get up to 216 opportunities to practice making logical 
inferences in different situations with these large, colorful  
3” x 5” cards.  They come in a tin 
box, with fifty-four (54) playing 
cards.  A double dice is 
needed to play. Bestseller! 

Are you working with students who lack logical thinking and adequate 
problem-solving skills?  This well-constructed DOT workbook targets nine 
(9) crucial areas for developing the language-based skills needed to 
foster better thinkers.  The targeted areas are: 
 

 Identifying Problems 
 Determining Causes 
 Determining Missing Information 
 Sequencing 
 Determining Absurdities 
 
 

This workbook is set up similar to the other DOT workbooks.  
Each student gets a game sheet targeting a specific reasoning 
and/or problem-solving skill and a washable paint marker.  The 
student follows the directions, dotting each dot as he/she 
practices the target skill.  Motivate those students again!  

See page 53 for alternative ways 
to use this workbook.  

WB-3015    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-3015x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-3015    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-3015x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 



 Location 
 Action/Object  
 Synonyms/Antonyms 
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Language-Reason ing DOT Idioms 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Dot Idioms was developed for speech-language pathologist working with students who have 
trouble understanding idiomatic expressions.  The lessons are especially effective for students 
with Asperger’s syndrome, high-functioning autism, learning disabilities, and limited English 
proficiency.   
 

The tasks require no writing and emphasize determining meaning via context.  Appropriate 
photographs are used to illustrate meaning (no silly literal art is used that can potentially 
confuse your students).  Your students will: 
 

 Listen to and/or read a short paragraph containing a specific idiom in a relatable context. 
 Answer questions using the information from the paragraph in order to accurately define, 

explain, and relate the idiom to current situations. 
 Match idioms to their definitions. 
 

This workbook is set up similar to the other DOT workbooks.  Each student gets a game sheet 
targeting an idiom and a washable paint marker.  The student follows the directions, dotting 
each dot as he/she answers the questions.  We know how essential understanding figurative 
language can be.  Let’s teach our students in a motivating and interactive way so that they will 
succeed! 

reproducible activities 

WB-3025    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-3025x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-3025    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-3025x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

Analogies Double Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-016  $16.99 
54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, storage tin 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Compare/Contrast Double Dice Add-On Deck 
provides an innovative way for speech-language 
pathologists to help their students in identifying 
similarities and differences between specific 
objects. Working on these skills also boosts 
critical thinking and categorizational skills. 
 

Each card contains a colorful photograph of 
two objects 
and four (4) 
follow up 
questions 
comparing or 
contrasting the 
two objects.  
 

This comes in 
a tin box, with 
fifty-four (54) 
playing cards.  
A double dice 
is needed to 
play. 

54 playing cards, 3 content cards, storage tin 

DDD-018  $16.99 All of these products have small parts. ! 

Compare & Contrast  
Double Dice Add-On Deck 

There has never been a simpler or more straight forward way 
to explain and practice analogies, then by using this deck.  
The analogies targeted in this deck are: 

 Function 
 Classification 
 Part/Whole 
Since you only use nine (9) cards to play at a time, all the 
cards being used at one time target the same skill (i.e., part/
whole).  The instructor explains the relationship targeted and it 
is easy for students to see the relationship since they will get 
36 unique opportunities to practice it without any interfering 
relationships.  They get a lot of practice on one type of 
analogy so they can really see how analogies work.  Mixing 
up the cards can add more challenging practice for higher-
level students. 

NEW 

Available 
February, 2013 
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Come Learn With Me 
Ages 0-5  Grades Birth-PreK 

By Stephanie Girard, Kelly McCauley, & Melissa Puchalski 

This colorful, interactive language-based program enables young 
children to become active participants through hands-on learning.  
The program builds cognitive and language skills in your children 
from birth to preschool age using a systematic approach.  It will 
increase children’s ability to: 
 

 Identify and name common objects 
 Learn action words 
 Understand and use prepositions and pronouns 
 Follow one- and two-step directions 
 Respond to yes/no questions 
 Respond to wh questions 
 Match objects, pictures, and animal sounds 
 Sort and categorize objects 
 Identify objects by their functions 
 
See descriptions of each of the four (4) books on the right: 

CLWM-202—Includes Plastic Animals  $25.99 
CLWM-102—Book Only, No Animals  $19.00 

The Come to My Farm combo teaches children 
to identify farm animals and vocabulary.  
Children will learn about animals and the 
sounds they make though detachable Velcro 
pictures and the following toy animals:  pig, 
sheep, horse, cow, and dog. (Or you can buy 
the book with the Velcro manipulatives by 
itself—without the plastic animals.) 

CLWM-201—Includes Plastic Food  $25.99 
CLWM-101—Book Only, No Food  $19.00 

The Come to My House combo teaches a 
variety of language skills surrounding the 
house theme.  It comes with a plastic banana, 
slice of bread, cup of orange juice, an apple, 
and a slice of cheese to encourage pretend 
play and reinforce household items. (Or you 
can buy the book with the Velcro manipulatives 
by itself—without the plastic food items.) 

CLWM-204—Includes Plastic Toys  $25.99 
CLWM-104—Book Only, No Toys  $19.00 

The Come Move With Me combo contains the 
book with detachable Velcro manipulatives, as 
well as real toys to help generalize skills in the 
natural environment.  The objects include a 
bowl, spoon, doll, and cup to reinforce a child’s 
understanding of actions. (Or you can buy the 
book with the Velcro manipulatives by itself—
without the plastic toy items.) 

CLWM-203—Includes Plastic Vehicles  $25.99 
CLWM-103—Book Only, No Vehicles  $19.00 

The Come Ride With Me combo contains a 
book with a variety of vehicles (truck, car, boat, 
airplane, and tractor) and scenes with Velcro 
manipulatives to encourage pretend play and 
make learning fun.  (Or you can buy the book 
with the Velcro manipulatives by itself—without 
the plastic vehicles.) 

CLWM-303 $229.00 

The Complete Come Learn With Me Program has everything 
you need for therapy at the touch of your fingertips--especially 
if you provide therapy in the home environment.  It includes: 
 

 A tote bag 
 Instructional manual 
 Data collection forms 
 Sorting board (used for early categorizing skills) 
 Over sixty (60+) manipulative Velcro pictures 
 Five (5) books 
 Reinforcers (bubbles, spin tops, etc.) 
 Twenty (20) real objects including animals, vehicles, 

foods, and functional objects 

CLWM-302—4-Book Combo Set w/ Plastic Toys $96.99 
CLWM-301—4-Book Set—No Plastic Toys $69.99 

All books 
contain Velcro 
manipulatives!  

You can buy the 
books with or 
without plastic 
supplemental 

toys. 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Ear ly  
Intervent i o n  Language- 
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Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachel Arntson 

2 music CDs, manual, CD-ROM 

KET-504 $39.99 
2 music CDs, manual, CD-ROM 

KET-505 $39.99 
2 music CDs, manual, CD-ROM 

KET-506 $39.99 
2 music CDs, manual, CD-ROM 

KET-507 $39.99 

KET SET 1 
Imitation Station 
Vocalocomotion 

KET SET 2 
Conversation Station 

Rocking & Talking 

KET SET 3 
Drills on Wheels 1 
Drills on Wheels 2 

Each KET Set (1-4) includes: 
 

 Two (2) music CDs. 

 Between 24-30 songs to enhance speech and language 
skills (including instrumental-only music). 

 CD-ROM with song visuals in color and black and white, lyrics to all 
songs, summary of the picture sheets, thematic grouping of all songs, and manual. 

 A manual with activities and objectives for each song. 

Sample songs at 
SpeechCorner.com 

Kids’ Express Train Music is for all children, especially for those who need a boost with their 
speech and language skills.  These songs have been written to create a desire in children to 
imitate and verbally participate, regardless of verbal ability.  

KET SET 4 
Spanish 

Digo y Canto 1 & 2 

Kids’ Express Train Music 

Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

Push-Pull Puzzle 

KET-309  $17.99 
1 puzzle, 1 scarf 

Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

This book, DVD, and magnet set describes speech and 
language techniques that can be 
used daily to get children 
communicating.  Professionals can 
use this as a teaching tool for 
parents or to refresh their 
knowledge about stimulating 
language skills of young children. 

We Can Talk Set 

KET-510  $35.99 
1 book, 1 DVD, 1 magnet 

Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

This DVD shows adults how music can: 
 Enhance vocabulary and concepts 
 Teach imitation of speech 
 Promote reading & sequencing skills 
 Facilitate answering questions 
 Encourage interaction 
 Ease transitions  

Music, Music, Music DVD 

KET-750  $19.99 
1 DVD 

KET-303  $4.99 
4 scarves 

By Rachel Arntson 

4 Scarves 

This product has small parts. ! 

This multi-purpose puzzle teaches: 
 Turn taking 
 Pointing skills 
 Basic vocabulary 
 Basic Wh questions 
 

Two songs on KET SET 3 work directly 
with the puzzle and objects on the puzzle. 

KET-508 $29.99 

KET SET 5 
Animals Movin’  

and Grovin’ 

1 music CD, animal posters,  
CD-ROM 

KET SET 5 is set up 
slightly different from the 
other sets.  This set 
includes: 
 

 One music CD 
 12 songs 
 12 animal face 

posters 
 A printable CD-ROM 

including pictures of 
animals and scenes 
to enhance the 
songs in this set. 

Ear ly  
Intervent i o n  

Language- 



SYD-100  $59.00 
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Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

This assortment of toys may be used to 
help build the following skills: 
 Basic pegging/Puzzle-making 
 Shapes/Colors/Numbers 
 Simple vocabulary 
 Following directions 

Toddler Tote 

PH-2116  $16.99 

2 mini-pegboards, 7 pegs, 1 large shape puzzle, 4 small 
shape puzzles, 3 animal puzzles, activity guide, carrying case 

Talk To Me 100 

By Sydney Birr 

Talk To Me 100 is a powerful, 
engaging tool for children who are 
learning to talk, having difficulty 
mastering verbal expression, or who 
need a basic AAC voice-output device.  
It contains 100 of the most frequently 
used words in conversation.  These 
words are prerecorded and paired with 
associated symbols.  Features: 
 Effective, durable, and lightweight talking board 
 Constant volume (65 dB) 
 Permanent picture symbol overlays (this device is NOT 

programmable)  
 Powered by 3 AAA batteries (included) 
 Weighs just one pound and measures less than 1 square foot 
 9” x 9” 100-symbol overlay 

1 device 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Language-Preschoo l  

Early Learner Thumballs 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

Complete Set of all 4 balls 

TB-200  $49.99 

Use these to enhance basic skills.  Toss 
the ball and have the children catch it.  
The panel that is under their thumb is 
the one they respond to.  A clever way 
to teach skills in a highly interactive way. 

Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

TB-135 $13.99 TB-130 $13.99 

My ABCs Shapes 

TB-140 $13.99 

Numbers 

TB-145 $13.99 

Animals 

Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

Two-and three-piece puzzles are designed for young 
learners.  Only matching pieces fit together, helping children build 
confidence and achieve success. 
 Photos for real-life learning (except for “What Comes Next?”) 
 Durable 3” x 3” pieces 
 Sturdy storage box 

Fun To Know Puzzles 

TR-500  $10.99 

TR-515  $10.99 

TR-505  $10.99 

TR-520  $10.99 

TR-510  $10.99 

TR-525  $10.99 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
Match Me Cards 

Ages 2 and up Grades PreK and up 

Sort by shape and/or color. Promotes 
finger dexterity, hand-eye 
coordination, and sorting skills. 

Shape & Color Sorter 

PH-2114  $16.99 

sorting board, 5 pegs, 25 shapes (5 each of 5 colors), activity guide 

TR-530  $10.99 TR-535  $10.99 

NEW NEW 

TR-400  $5.99 TR-405  $5.99 

Opposites Rhyming 



Basic Photo Cards 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

These cards are great teaching 
tools to help children build early 
language skills.  They were 
developed to increase vocabulary, 
promote language development, 
and strengthen communication 
skills!  Each large card (6” x 5-1/2”) 
depicts a color photograph.  There 
is also an enclosed activity guide 
that offers ideas, games, and 
activities to make learning fun! 

40 cards, activity guide 

PH-973  $15.99 
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Lacing & Learning 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

Children connect easy-to-recognize images by lacing the holes back and forth. 
Each card features a self-checking pattern on the back so work can be 
checked easily. Laces are 36” long with easy-to thread 1” tips. The thick 
chipboard cards are 7” x 4-1/2”. 

8 large cards with 40 pairs of go-togethers,  
8 tipped laces, instructions 

PH-2592  $13.99 

 Things that go together 
 Classifying 
 Categories 
 What doesn’t belong 
 Create your own master sheets 

DOT Preschool Language & Vocabulary 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

221 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2600    Workbook with Paint Markers    $39.95 
WB-2600x  Workbook without Paint Markers  $33.95 
CD-2600    CD with Paint Markers     $39.95 
CD-2600x  CD without Paint Markers   $33.95 

Here is the workbook that the preschool SLPs have been asking for!  Let your preschool 
students “dot” their way to better vocabulary and language skills with these wonderful game 
sheets.  Each student gets a game sheet targeting a specific skill and a washable paint 
marker.  The student follows the directions, dotting each dot as he/she practices the target skill 
(both expressive and receptive language are targeted).  This workbook targets the following 
language and vocabulary skills: 
 

 Vocabulary—nouns (2 levels) 
 Vocabulary—verbs (2 levels) 
 Vocabulary—adjectives 
 Functions 
 Descriptions 

Bestseller! 

Go Togethers 
8 large cards with 40 pairs of opposites, 
8 tipped laces, instructions 

PH-2590  $13.99 

Opposites 

Nouns 
40 cards, activity guide 

PH-972  $15.99 

Opposites 
40 cards, activity guide 

PH-971  $15.99 

Go-Togethers 
40 cards, activity guide 

PH-976  $15.99 

Actions 

This product has small parts. ! 

Language-Preschoo l  

See page 53 for alternative ways 
to use this workbook.  



 Things that go together 
 Classifying 
 Categories 
 What doesn’t belong 
 Create your own master sheets 
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These are basic vocabulary and language building worksheets for students that speak Spanish.  A 
wonderful resource for Head Start classrooms, preschool students, and early-elementary students. 
 Vocabulary—nouns (2 difficulty levels) 
 Vocabulary—verbs (2 difficulty levels) 
 Vocabulary—adjectives 
 Functions 
 Descriptions 

DOT Preschool Language and Vocabulary—Spanish 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

220+ pages, reproducible activities 

Spanish 

WB-2601:    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2601x:  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2601:    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-2601x:  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 All of these products have small parts. ! 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

180+ pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2011:    Workbook with Paint Markers     $39.95 
WB-2011x:  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2011:    CD with Paint Markers         $39.95 
CD-2011x:  CD without Paint Marker        $33.95 

DOT Articulation—Spanish 

You know how effective and motivating the 
DOT books are, so now there is one made 
specifically for your Spanish-speaking 
students.  It features: 
 

 Targets nineteen (19) Spanish 
sounds:  ch, f, h, y, s, r, r-blends, rr, l,  
l-blends, t, d, p, b, g, k, n, ñ, and m.  

 Activities are at the single-word level. 
 Directions and target words are in 

both Spanish and English. 
 Contains guidelines for play, game variations/suggestions, a 

tracking chart, and blank master pages. 

DOT Language—Spanish 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

154 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-3011:    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-3011x:  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-3011:    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-3011x:  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

 Definitions 
 Similarities/Differences 
 Wh Questions 

Let your Spanish-speaking students “dot” their way to language 
success with these wonderful game sheets. Each student gets a 
game sheet and a paint marker and follows the directions, dotting 
each dot as he/she practices the language skill.  Targets: 
 Categories 
 Descriptions 
 Synonyms/Antonyms 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
By Rachele Ellsworth 
Here is a wonderful articulation resource for all your Spanish-
speaking students.  It features: 
 

 Nineteen (19) Spanish sounds:  
ch, f, h, y, s, r, r-blends, rr, l, l-
blends, t, d, p, b, g, k, n, ñ, and m.  

 Activities at the single-word level. 
 Directions and target words are in 

both Spanish and English. 
 Contains guidelines for play, 

game variations, and masters. 
210 pages, reproducible activities,  
1 double dice 

WB-2107  Workbook   $38.95 
CD-2107  CD     $38.95 

Double Dice Articulation—Spanish 



Great for RtI 

DOT Phonological Awareness 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 
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Pick Your Points—Pre-Literacy 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rose Medlock & Janet Derrick 

The pre-literacy version of Pick Your Points is a versatile, 
interactive game that covers ten (10) different skills at three (3) 
different levels (easy, medium, difficult). 

226 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2400    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2400x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2400    CD with Paint Markers                  $39.95 
CD-2400x  CD without Paint Markers      $33.95 

magnetic dry erase board, 40 magnets, manual, tote bag 

JER-113  $65.00 

Phonological Awareness 
Double Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

This Double Dice Add-On Deck contains the 
following phonological awareness tasks:   
 

 Rhyme 
 Syllables 
 Phoneme Identification 
 Phoneme Segmentation 
 Phoneme Blending 
 Phoneme Addition 
 Phoneme Manipulation 
 

Students are motivated 
to toss the double dice 
and then respond to a 
phonological 
awareness task.  SLPs 
love the variety and 
depth of tasks covered 
in this deck.  Perfect 
for RtI!  A double dice 
is needed to play, as 
this is an Add-On deck. 

DDD-019  $16.99 
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 Rhyme discrimination 
 Rhyme production 
 Syllable blending 
 Syllable segmentation 
 Syllable deletion 
 Phoneme discrimination 

 Phoneme identification 
 Phoneme position 
 Phoneme blending 
 Phoneme segmentation 
 Phoneme deletion 
 Phoneme addition 

Part 1 
 Letters 
 Numbers 
 Following Directions 
 Rhyming 
 Categories 

Part 2 
 Who 
 What 
 When 
 Where 
 Why 

Just set up the magnetic 
dry erase board, clip on 
the magnets, and it’s ready 
to go!  The students 
decide their category and 
how difficult their item will 
be.  The lower number of 
points depicted on the 
magnets correspond to 
easier questions, the 
higher number of points 
require a more difficult 
item. The instructor flips to the corresponding area in the 
easy-to-use manual to ask the questions.   

All of these products have small parts. ! 

Which word begins with a /p/ sound…dog, pear, or ball?  Let your students figure it out with 
DOT Phonological Awareness.  Students follow the directions, dotting each dot as they 
perform a phonological awareness task.  Skills targeted: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activities are comprehensive and hierarchical in nature. This is ideal for those 
students who are pre-readers or students needing additional assistance in the area 
of phonological awareness. 
 

Four (4) scented, washable, non-toxic, long-lasting paint markers in a handy plastic 
carrying case.  (You can also purchase the workbook or fully printable CD alone.) 
 

Once you use these DOT books, you will discover that they are no ordinary 
worksheets!  Students will ask to use them over and over again! 

54 playing cards, 3 content/direction 
cards, storage tin 



These 6” x 5-1/2” cards introduce 
twenty (20) different rhyming 
sounds with colorful photos.  
Learning about rhyming words is 
a beginning step in phonological 
awareness, and these cards help 
prepare kids in an entertaining 
way. 

Literacy DOT Reading Comprehension 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

Now your students can “dot” their way to reading success!  It works just like the other DOT 
books.  Each student gets a game sheet at a specific reading level and a paint marker.  
Students follow the directions, dotting each dot as they answer questions based upon what 
was read.  This is what the book includes: 
 

 Reproducible, interactive theme-based game sheets written at three (3) separate difficulty 
levels, so you may choose the most appropriate level for each particular student.  

 Comprehension tasks require students to match, answer factual questions, give the main 
idea, retell, paraphrase, define, describe, rhyme, give antonyms/synonyms, categorize, 
make predictions, give opinions, evaluate, and more. 

 All paragraphs and short stories in Levels 2 and 3 are written at 5.0 or below, based on 
the Flesh-Kincaid Reading Scale. 

 Each of the five (5) sections starts out at a basic reading level, progresses to a 2nd-grade 
reading level, then a 3rd-grade reading level, and finally a 4th-grade level. 

 Four (4) scented, washable, non-toxic, long-lasting paint 
markers in a handy plastic carrying case.  (You can also 
purchase the workbook or fully printable CD alone.) 

 

Paper-and-pencil tasks are what your students dread, so show 
them how much fun reading comprehension can be by targeting 
these essential skills using paint markers! 
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168 pages, reproducible activities 

WB-2200    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-2200x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-2200    CD with Paint Markers        $39.95 
CD-2200x  CD without Paint Markers      $33.95 

Basic Photo Cards—Rhymes 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

TB-120  $10.99 
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Pick Your Points—Phonics 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Rose Medlock & Janet Derrick 

The phonics version of Pick Your Points is a versatile, interactive game that 
covers forty-five (45) different skills at three (3) different levels (easy, medium, 
and difficult). 

Part 1 
 Rhyming 
 Phoneme Discrimination 
 Syllable Manipulation 
 Phoneme Manipulation 
 Word Manipulation 

Part 2 
 Short Vowels 
 Long Vowels 
 Consonants 
 Digraphs/Blends 
 Syllables 

Part 3 
 Pig Latin 
 Playing with Sounds 
 Backwards Spelling 
 Unscramble 
 Word Play 

magnetic dry erase board, 45 magnets, 
manual, tote bag 

JER-112  $65.00 

Just set up the magnetic dry erase 
board, clip on the magnets, and it’s 
ready to go!  The students decide 
their category and how difficult their 
item will be.  The lower number of 
points depicted on the magnets 
correspond to easier questions, the 
higher number of points require a 
more difficult item. The instructor 
flips to the corresponding area in the 
easy-to-use manual to ask the 
questions. 

All of these products have small parts. ! 

40 cards, activity guide 

PH-977  $15.99 

Develop literacy skills, verbal organization, and 
expression.  This ball 
contains twelve story 
element questions (plot, 
setting, characters, conflict, 
etc.).  It helps improve 
motivation and 
comprehension. 

Ages 6 and up Grades 1st and up 

Parts of a Story Thumball™ 

multi-colored 4” ball w/ 12 panels 



Comprehension Skill Cards 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 
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Practical Practice Reading Cards 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

Reading Level Grades 3-4    Interest Level Grades 4-12 

Reading 
schedules, maps, 
menus, sales ads, 
labels, and 
catalogs is a part of 
everyday life.  However, 
some students need specific 
instruction and practice before 
they are able to understand, 
interpret, and use what they have 
read.  This visually exciting 
program provides the practice 
students need to build confidence 
with these essential life skills. 

96 skill cards (2 each of 48 different cards), teacher guide with 
response sheets, answer key, progress chart, storage box 

RM-180   Level 1    (RL:  2.0-3.5)  $49.99 
RM-185   Level 2    (RL:  3.0-4.5)  $49.99 

140 full-color cards covering 7 categories (2 each of 70), 80– page 
 reproducible activity book, handy storage box with tabbed dividers 

RM-190  $59.99 

High-Interest Mini Mysteries 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

Reading Level Grades 2-5    Interest Level Grades 4-12 

These short, high-interest mysteries that take place in fascinating 
locations will grab any struggling reader’s attention!  Students 
follow clues, find facts, and make inferences to solve each caper. 
 
To increase fluency, pre-reading exercises introduce vocabulary 
and help students establish prior knowledge by providing 
background information.  Follow-up comprehension questions 
target specific reading skills including:  main idea, inferences, 
drawing conclusions, sequence, reading for details, and more! 

RM-195  $29.99 
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Literacy 
Six key comprehension skills are featured in 
each of these boxed sets.  Reading passages 
are sorted by level of difficulty—from low to 
high—so students can progress at their own 
individual pace.  Specific skill questions follow 
each reading passage to assess student 
mastery of that particular skill.  Skills are color-
coded and numbered to ensure that you can 
find just the right skill at just the right reading 
level for each individual learner on your diverse 
caseload.  Perfect for reinforcement and 
assessment!  Ideal for large and small groups.  
Each set features between 350 and 450 
questions.  Cards measure 8.5” x 11”. 

Wonder Stories 
Ages 6-12 Grades 1st-6th 
Reading Level Grades 1-5    Interest Level Grades 3-12 

These high-interest stories will appeal to all age groups and will instantly capture 
the reader’s attention.  Following each story, comprehension activities focus on 
finding the main idea, finding a fact, locating an answer, inference, vocabulary, 
reading for details, word analysis, and more! 

RM-200  $39.99 
5 book set, each book is at a different reading level 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

3 book set, 64 pages each 

NEW 



PH-2373  $31.99 

Learn With Yoga:  ABC  
Yoga Cards For Kids 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 
By Christine Ristuccia 

52 cards, storage box 

Beginning Sounds Kit 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

In this kit, students will develop phonemic awareness skills as they 
learn to identify initial word sounds and distinguish between them. 
They’ll find pictures that match each beginning sound on the 
cards. All 
play pieces 
are made 
from quality 
Lauri soft 
rubber for 
long-lasting 
play value. 

two-drawer storage box, 70 soft picture tiles, 
13 double-sided activity cards, activity guide 

PH-2372  $31.99 

Word Families Kit 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

Place the cat, hat, and bat on the welcome mat!  This kit 
introduces twenty-six (26) different word families as students enjoy 
finding the 
rhymes that 
match each of 
the activity 
cards.  All play 
pieces are 
made from 
quality Lauri 
soft rubber for 
long-lasting 
play value. 

ABC-100  $19.99 

Combines the restorative and calming 
benefits of yoga with the powerful 
techniques of learning through movement.  This set of cards is 
an innovative combination of yoga postures and language-
development activities written specifically for preschool to early
-elementary aged children.  There are twenty-six (26) paired 
cards, each with a posture corresponding to a letter of the 
alphabet. The cards have a colorful illustration of the pose on 
the face and the reverse describes the benefits of the posture 
and provides verbal cues for correctly forming the pose. 

two-drawer storage box, 70 soft picture tiles, 
13 double-sided activity cards, activity guide 
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All of these products have small parts. ! 

Introducing the Language of Literacy  
Page by Page 
Ages 3-6  Grades PreK-1st 
By Marilyn M. Toomey 
What can we do for children who enter school 
with limited print experience?  Introducing the 
Language of Literacy will help you level the 
playing field for students needing an orientation 
to books and print.  Sixteen (16) individual make
-it-yourself booklets within this book are 
introduced.  For each booklet, a target word or 
concept is singled out and illustrated.  Then, a corresponding 
“question page” is presented.  Children learn that after reading a book, 
they will know something that they hadn’t known before. 

Literacy 
NEW 

PH-1006  $9.99 

A to Z Puzzles 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

Each puzzle features a different letter of the alphabet to teach 
children skills such as letter recognition, beginning sounds and 
spelling.  On one side of the puzzle, children will match uppercase 
letters and lowercase 
letters.  On the other 
side, they match a 
word beginning with 
that letter to its picture. 

120 pages 

CP-045  $24.95 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

Match Me Cards Rhyming 

Grab students’ attention with these 
52 two-sided cards.  Match 
photographs or words. 

52 cards, activity card, storage box 

TR-405  $5.99 

NEW 

Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

Present short and long vowel 
rhyming words with photo sound 
cues. 

24 two-piece puzzles, 48 pieces 

TR-520  $10.99 

26 two-sided A to Z puzzles, 
2 bonus beginning blends 
puzzles, activity guide 

NEW 

Fun To Know Puzzles Rhyming 



School Rules Volume 1 
Ages 8-18 Grades 3rd and up 

This interactive CD uses real video to teach 
children acceptable behaviors during 
structured activities related to the 
classroom, group work, and physical 
education, along with unstructured times of 
hallway interaction and at the lockers.  It 
also targets the sensitive issues of PE 
locker room and personal hygiene.  You 
may tailor the video sequences to match 
each child’s individual skill level. 

76 pages, professional resource 

The Hidden Curriculum 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Brenda Smith Myles, Melissa L. Trautman, and Ronda L Schelvan 
Foreword by Michelle Garcia Winner 

This book offers practical suggestions and advice for how to 
teach and learn those subtle messages that most people seem 
to pick up almost automatically, but that 
have to be directly taught to individuals 
with social-cognitive challenges. Given 
the serious consequences that can 
befall a person who violates a social 
rule, the strategies and detailed lists of 
curriculum items make The Hidden 
Curriculum a much-needed resource. 

AA-9942  $19.95 

Based on a thorough and comprehensive understanding of the 
unique characteristics of individuals with ASD, Judith 
Coucouvanis presents thirty (30) lessons grouped under four 
(4) types of skills necessary for social success:  fundamental 
skills, social-initiation skills, getting along with others, and 
social-response skills.  Each lesson 
is highly structured 
and organized, 
making it easy for 
even inexperienced 
instructors and other 
group leaders to 
follow and implement 
successfully.  A 
series of practical 
checklists and other 
instruments provide 
a solid foundation for 
assessing students’ social-skill 
levels and subsequent planning. 

DVD, running time 46:30 minutes 

AA-9721  $29.95 

The Hidden Curriculum-DVD 

351 pages, professional resource 

Super Skills:  A Social Skills Group 
Program For Children With Asperger 
Syndrome, High-Functioning 
Autism, and Related Challenges  
Ages 7-11 Grades 1st-6th 

By Judith Coucouvanis 

AA-9937  $39.95 

Social Skil ls 

SSB-001  $89.99 
CD-ROM—Macintosh (OS X or above) and PC compatible 

School Rules Volume 2 
Ages 8-18 Grades 3rd and up 

This interactive CD teaches social 
interpretation skills using real video during 
unstructured times where social rules are 
most challenging.  This CD uses scenarios 
such as getting lunch, waiting in line, eating, 
talking to friends, or “just hanging out” to 
demonstrate social awareness.  In addition, 
this volume also addresses time 
management, organizational skills, and the 
use of schedules at school. 

SSB-002  $89.99 
CD-ROM—Macintosh (OS X or above) and PC compatible 

My School Day (Enhanced) 
Ages 6-12 Grades 1st-6th 

It contains more than 350 different scenarios 
that demonstrate appropriate interaction, 
social behaviors, social problem solving, 
and peer relationships within a school 
setting and shows them how to interact.  
This program has unique features that allow 
the facilitator to tailor the video sequences 
to best fit each child’s individual skill level. 

SSB-003  $89.99 
CD-ROM—Macintosh (OS X or above) and PC compatible 

My Community 
Ages 5-15 Grades K-10th 

Through video of real people interacting in 
different community settings, this interactive 
CD teaches students appropriate social 
behaviors, interactions, expectations, and 
safety precautions.  Community settings for 
the video scenarios include a restaurant, 
the doctor’s office, the grocery store, and 
other locations around the neighborhood. 

SSB-004  $89.99 
CD-ROM—Macintosh (OS X or above) and PC compatible 
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Preschool Playtime Vol 1:  SSB-005  $69.99 
Preschool Playtime Vol 2:  SSB-006  $69.99 

Social Situations at School—Double Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

By Rachele Ellsworth 

 Related Arts 
 Arriving/Leaving School 
 Offices/Around School 

This unique card deck allows speech-language pathologists to work 
on the various social skills that students encounter in a typical day at 
school.  This deck targets six locations within a school: 
 Classroom 
 Lunchroom 
 Playground  
 

Students get plenty of practice (up to 216 questions to answer) and 
enjoy using this activity time and time again!  Cards are large 
(measuring 3” x 5”) and contain photographs. 

Social Skills Training 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

Whether it’s learning how long one can look at somebody; how to 
shift topics, despite one’s desire to stick with that all-consuming 
special interest; how to say no to peer pressure—it’s all here.  
After brief introductory chapters on skills to 
target, instructional strategies, promoting 
generalization, etc., the reader is presented 
with the essence of this must-have resource:  
70 of the skills that most commonly cause 
difficulty for individuals.  The presentation of 
each skill consists of a reproducible skill 
handout, as well as activity sheets listing 
ways to demonstrate and practice the skill. 

DDD-006  $16.99 
54 playing cards, 3 content/direction cards, storage tin 
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231 pages, professional resource 

AA-9924  $39.95 

Preschool Playtime Volumes 1 & 2 
Ages 3-7  Grades PreK-1st 

Volume 1:  Teaching young children basic 
manners and behaviors such as greetings, 
interrupting, listening, waiting, and apologizing 
through real-life social situations has just become 
easier with this interactive CD.  Unlike passive 
videos, this software allows the user to see the 
social interactions re-enacted by children and 
then choose what should be said or done next.  Uses real videos. 
Volume 2:  This CD teaches young children basic peer interactions 
and play skills such as taking turns, sharing, requesting, cooperating, 
and shifting activities through real-life social situations like a day at the 
park, in preschool, or going on a play date.  Each of these programs 
includes five (5) complexity levels and numerous videos to target a 
broad range of abilities.  Program automatically tracks student 
responses and provides a printout of their daily and long-term results 
for objective data. 

DVD, lesson plan book 

AA-9701D  $79.95 

Joining In! A Program For 
Teaching Social Skills 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

In this DVD set, typical peers model target 
behavior for elementary-age children.  The set 
includes a lesson plan book, follow-up 
activities, and visual aids. 
 

Volume 1:  Conversational Skills—Asking someone to play, 
socializing during snack, avoiding conversational mistakes, 
ending conversations politely, and answering difficult questions. 
 

Volume 2:  School Skills—Controlling voice levels, paying 
attention, getting attention the right way, understanding personal 
space, coping with stress and change, and sharing friends. 
 

Volume 3:  Interpersonal Skills—Using good manners, making 
eye contact and avoiding staring, asking personal questions and 
respecting privacy, and coping with meanness and bullying. 

By Linda Murdock and G.S. Khalsa 

CD-ROM—Macintosh (OS X or above) and PC compatible 

By Jed E. Baker 

Bestseller! 

Social Detective 
Ages 7-12 Grades 2nd-6th 
This interactive CD teaches children to 
become better social thinkers by 
putting on their detective hats and 
deciphering the understanding of 
expected and unexpected social 
behavior.  It has 6 exciting levels with 
more than 200 video prompts to break 
down social situations into functional terms: 
 Using Social Mapping 
 Making Smart Guesses 
 Understanding Others’ Behaviors 
 Using Your Tool Box Items (Eyes, Ears, & Brain) 

SSB-007  $89.99 
CD-ROM—Macintosh (OS X or above) and PC compatible 

Social Skil ls 

NEW 



 Tired 

 Happy 
 Sad 
 Mad 

 Scared 
 Surprised 
 Thoughtful 
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Ages 8 and up Grades 2nd and up 

black/white 4” ball w/ 32 panels 

TB-115  $10.99 

Feelings & Emotions Double Dice Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-005  $25.99 

This unique card deck allows students to get plenty of practice determining 
emotions, identifying the causes of those emotions, knowing the physical 
characteristics that outwardly depict how a person feels, and determining 
experiences where they have felt specific emotions.  Seven (7) basic emotions are 
targeted: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here is how it works: 
 

 A student rolls the double dice and it lands on a shape. 
 The student turns over the card with the corresponding shape. 
 The student answers the emotion question that 

corresponds to the number indicated on the 
inner die. 

 

Students get plenty of practice (up to 224 questions/
statements to answer) and enjoy using this activity 
time and time again!  Cards measure 3” x 5”. 

56 playing cards, 2 content/direction cards, 50 tokens, 
1 double dice, storage tin 

This product has small parts. ! 

70 pages, dry erase component 

AA-9953  $27.95 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 
This fully interactive (dry erase) workbook 
is an ideal way to help teach children to 
identify, access the intensity of, and 
respond appropriately to their emotions.  

My Book Full of Feelings 

Thirty-two (32) emotion words and character 
expressions stimulate discussion of feelings, 
social experiences, and self-awareness.  
Develop the use of facial expressions and 
the understanding of body language. 

The Incredible 5-Point Scale 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Kari Dunn Buron and Mitzi Curtis 

This must-have resource shows how the use 
of a simple 5-point scale can help students 
understand and control their emotional 
reactions to everyday events. This book 
shows how to break down a given behavior 
and, with the student’s active participation, 
develop a scale that identifies the problem 
and suggests alternative, positive behaviors 
at each level of the scale. 

73 pages, professional resource DVD, professional resource 

A “5” Could Make Me Lose Control 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

By Kari Dunn Buron 

15 pages, professional resource 

AA-9979  $24.95 

This unique, hands-on activity helps 
highly anxious students cope.  Using this 
self-contained product, the student 
literally sorts cards describing highly 
stressful situations into colorful pockets 
designating stress levels, ranging from    
5-1.  A laminated erasable page and 
blank cards allow individualization. Can 
also be used as part of a functional 
behavior assessment. 

Social Skil ls 

AA-9936  $19.95 AA-9722  $29.95 

Mind Your Manners Cards 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

These cards help kids learn to distinguish 
between correct and incorrect behaviors. 
Each card shows an improper manner on one 
side and the correct behavior on the other. 
40 cards, activity guide 

PH-975  $15.99 

Emotion Mania Thumball™ 



This game is a delightful way to help teach 
the basic aspects of good manners. With 100 
picture cards showing proper and improper 
manners, students will learn at an early age 
to distinguish between correct and incorrect 
behavior. Playing the game with students 
provides a fun-filled way to assist them in 
making the right choices in real-life situations. 

Have a student read the scenario and then wait 
while the other students reveal what they think 
the person would love and hate in relation to the 
scenario just read.  You’ll be surprised how 
easily you can turn these responses into funny 
and interesting topics of conversation. 

The Language of  
Perspective Taking 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

Help your students feel more comfortable in 
social situations as they learn to see things 
from some one else’s point of view. Help them 
understand how to interpret facial expressions 
and how to discuss events involving people’s 
feelings.  Using this book students will: 
 

 Think about how different people see or 
experience the same situation or event, 
depending on conditions such as size, 
physical condition, or temperature. 

 

 Learn to associate facial expressions with 
feelings or emotions and to talk about 
feelings or emotions 
using a wider range 
of vocabulary. 

 

 See that different 
experiences might 
bring about the 
same feeling(s) for 
different people.  

 

A wonderful resource for 
social groups. 

120 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-042  $32.95 

Conversation Starters Double 
Dice Add-On Deck 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth  

DDD-011  $16.99 

Are you working with students who need 
assistance in the art of conversing?  
This Double Dice Deck provides a 
motivating way to work on: 
 Conversing about a topic 
 Taking turns 
 Maintaining a topic 
 Contributing information 
 

The real photographs make the 
situations realistic and help focus 
easily distracted students.  This 
allows you to scaffold the amount of 
assistance necessary for a successful 
conversation.  Each card contains 
four (4) different conversation starters: 
 Tell me… 
 If…,then… 
 How… 
 Open-ended Wh question 

54 playing cards, 3 content cards, tin 

Icebreaker Thumball™ 
Ages 13 and up Grades 7th and up 

By Mary Miller Pembleton 

Thumball™ is a fun new game for getting your 
students talking.  After catching the Icebreaker 
Thumball™, the student looks at the  prompt listed 
underneath their thumb and then they respond.   
 

You can increase group participation with this 
team building activity.  Intriguing conversation 
starters help 
players learn about 
themselves and 
others.  This is 
perfect for getting a 
conversation 
started, getting to 
know people in a 
group session, or 
anytime you need 
to break the ice in 
group therapy. 
 

After playing, you can follow up with questions to 
promote expressive language skills, memory 
skills, sequencing skills, etc. 

TB-110  $13.99 

silver/black 6” ball w/ 32 panels 

Love It! Hate It!™ 
Ages 12 and up Grades 6th and up 
For 3 to 6 players 

PH-7420  $27.99 

Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

Mind Your Manners Game 

PH-727  $16.99 
game board, 100 manner cards, 6 pawns, rules 

300 scenarios on 150 cards, 36 chips, bubble tray, 
6 speech bubbles, 6 dry-erase markers, rules 

Social Skil ls 
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In this book you’ll find techniques, materials, and activities to 
help your students build classification and comparison skills, as 
well as to enhance their comfort in approaching social 
situations.   
 Talk about general characteristics of members of a 

category. 
 Talk about similarities/differences 

of members of a category. 
 Use graphic organizers as they 

write about these comparisons. 
 

Knowing similarities and 
understanding differences between 
social experiences can lessen a 
student’s anxiety in anticipating novel 
social experiences. 

 Telephone Manners 
 School Etiquette 
 Honesty & Responsibility 
 Electronic Etiquette 

Blunders Board Game 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

For 2 to 4 Players or Teams 

Kids don’t always know the polite way to respond in situations.  The Blunder family is no 
exception.  They are known for their rude behavior.  Follow the Blunder family on their 
manners adventure, moving along the path, reading fun scenarios and answering 
important manner questions.  Learn about and practice the following skills:  
 Table Manners 
 Host and Guest Skills 
 Confident Introductions 
 Respect and Kindness 

PH-85115  $25.99 

300 questions on 150 cards (3 decks of 50), 9 table setting cards, 4 pawns & stands, 2 dice, 
game board, Blunders’ story/rules booklet. 
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WB-3025    Workbook with Paint Markers        $39.95 
WB-3025x  Workbook without Paint Markers   $33.95 
CD-3025    CD with Paint Markers                   $39.95 
CD-3025x  CD without Paint Markers              $33.95 

DOT Idioms 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

(See page 34 for complete details.)  
Dot Idioms was developed for 
speech-language pathologist 
working with students who have 
trouble understanding idiomatic 
expressions/figurative language.  
The lessons are especially 
effective for students with 
Asperger’s syndrome, 
high-functioning autism, 
learning disabilities, and 
limited English proficiency.   

By Rachele Ellsworth 

CP-019  $29.95 

Explaining something can be tricky 
for students who are struggling with 
their vocabulary, sentence-
formation, and/or sequencing skills.  
This book provides pictures and 
guidelines for building explanations.  
You’ll also find helpful vocabulary 
and activities that will encourage 
students to construct a variety of 
explanations.  While using this 
book, your students will learn to: 
 

 Explain everyday procedures. 
 Give directions. 
 Explain games and sports. 
 Explain why things work using 

scientific principles. 
 Explain how a complex device works. 
 Explain by comparison. 
 Explain by trial and error. 
 

Students will feel more confident owning these techniques for 
explaining! 

Explaining 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

107 pages, reproducible activities 
Generalizing 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey 

136 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-043  $32.95 

NEW Social Skil ls 

This book was developed to help students 
improve functional language and 
communication development.  Abstract 
notions such as goal setting, laying event 
sequences out into the future, projecting 
outcomes, and preparing to problem solve are most challenging for 
students weak in organizational or social skills. Activities in this book 
offer practice in vocabulary, sentence formation, cohesive multi-
sentence passages, organization, sequencing, time concepts, 
language of probability, goal setting, and perspective taking. 

Talk About Planning 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

By Marilyn M. Toomey  

113 pages, reproducible activities 

CP-038  $32.95 

NEW 

Available 
February, 2013 
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DISCRETE TRIAL & 
READINESS 

 

body parts 
imitation 
object ID 

one-step instructions 
matching 

SPEECH &  
ORAL MOTOR 

 

lip closure 
sound imitation 
word imitation 

requesting 
labeling 

SKILLS FOR STUDENTS WITH 
MULTIPLE DISABILITIES 

 

cause & effect 
visual tracking 
use of a switch 

functional hand use 
instrument play 

ADAPTED DANCE & 
MOVEMENT 

 

motor planning 
crossing midline 

bilateral integration 
balance & posture 

directional concepts 

SOCIAL SKILLS & 
PRAGMATICS 

 

greetings 
emotions 

conversation 
turn taking 

body language 

LANGUAGE 
CONCEPTS 

 

colors 
shapes 

prepositions 
action verbs 
categories 

DAILY LIVING & 
SELF-REGULATION 

 

transitions 
relaxation 

safety 
hygiene 
toileting 

 
ACADEMICS 

 

 

money 
numbers 

letters 
calendar 

time telling 

“WH” 
QUESTIONS 

 

the five wh 
functions 

personal info 
describing 

sequencing 

VOLS 6-7 ● Dual Disc Music CD/CD-ROMs VOLS 8-9 ● Music CDs 

TIL-100  $59.95 TIL-140  $59.95 TIL-150  $59.95 TIL-160  $59.95 TIL-170  $59.95 

TIL-180  $39.95 TIL-190  $39.95 TIL-200  $21.95 TIL-210  $21.95 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 
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Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 
By Ellyn Arwood, Carole Kaulitz, and Mabel Brown 

Photographs, checklists, cartoons, and stick 
figures are used as teaching tools for individuals 
who tend to think and learn visually, but the type of visual chosen 
for a particular individual matters. This book helps parents, 
educators, and therapists understand how to match the 
developmental level of visual aids to the developmental level of 
the person looking at the visual.  
199 pages, professional resource 

AA-9040  $24.95 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 
By Ellyn Arwood and Carole Kaulitz 

327 pages, professional resource 

AA-9982  $29.95 

A visual mental language is different from 
physically seeing something.  This book 
addresses visual ways of thinking by 
recommending strategies that are language-
based and consider the complexity of the underlying biological 
learning system. This unique approach can be used to provide 
direction for choosing the most effective assessment and 
intervention methods for people with ASD. 

Learning with a Visual Brain  
in an Auditory World 

Visual Thinking Strategies  
for Individuals with Autism  
Spectrum Disorders 

VOLS 1-5 ● Full-Color Book & Music CD Sets 

Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

By Jeremy Jensen and Michelle Lazar  

Capture your students’ attention and lock in core concepts through an engaging combination of 
inventive songs, movement, and vibrant visual supports.  Designed by an Autism Specialist and 
Music Therapist, this music-assisted learning curriculum is tailored to the needs of children and 
teens with autism, developmental disabilities, and neurologic impairments.   
 

Different than typical children’s music, these inventive tunes have been customized for special 
learners, including ample response time, simplified language, and repetition.  In addition, students 
get hands-on practice opportunities during each song by imitating motor movements, following 
instructions, or answering questions.  Our job doesn’t end there!  We’ve also included lesson plans 
and teaching protocols to help your students generalize skills into the non-music setting. 

Autism Tuned In to Learning 



Are you ready for some fun?  Take 
turns trying to balance your pirate 
penguins on the ship, but be careful 
because you might rock the boat 
and send some mateys overboard. 
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Bzzzz! Bzz! What’s the 
Buzzword? Let’s say the 
Buzzword is “ball.” You and 
your teammates have 45 
seconds to solve 10 clues, 
and all the answers contain 
the word ball.  Here you 
go...have a “ball”! 

PH-6764  $17.99 

Buzz Word™ 

For 4 or More Players in Teams 

400 clues on 200 cards, 10 scoring cards, sand timer, scoreboard, marker, rules 

PH-7365  $25.99 

Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 
For 2 to 4 Players 

ship with 3 masts and a crow’s nest,  
2-piece wave, 4 captain penguins, 12 
swabby penguins, rules 

Speedeebee™ 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

For 2 to 6 Players 

Join in the fun with this ultimate 
word game!  With 150 fun 
challenges and four alphabet 
dice, players race to find words 
containing or excluding the letters 
shown on the dice.  The variety of 
creative challenges makes it 
exciting to play every time. 

50 cards, 4 alphabet dice, illustrated rules 

BO-120  $15.99 Cluck ‘N’ Chuck 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
For 2 to 4 Players 
Roll the die to see which chickens 
you can chuck into the coop...but 
move quickly before the coop jumps 
up and they all fly out! It is a race to 
see who can round up their 
chickens first in this rowdy cluck-
cluck game! (No batteries required.) 

chicken coop, 36 chickens, die, rules 

PH-6762  $17.99 

Buzzword Junior is designed 
with younger players in mind. 
Just like in the award-winning 
Buzzword game, you and your 
teammates have 45 seconds to 
solve a set of clues, and all the 
answers contain the Buzzword. 

Ages 7 and up Grades 1st and up 
For 4 or More Players in Teams 

288 clues on 144 cards, 5 scoring cards, timer, scoreboard, marker 

PH-7251  $20.99 

Buzz Word Junior™ 

Games 

All of these products have small parts. ! PH-6950  $22.99 

Shark Attack™ 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 4 Players 

1 motorized shark, game board, 4 fish pawns, 2 dice, rules 

PH-6949  $17.99 

Bed Bugs™ 
Ages 6 and up Grades 1st and up 
For 2 to 4 Players 

motorized bed, 4 tongs, 48 bug pieces, rules, requires 2 “C” batteries, not included 

This motorized frantic catch and 
capture game can be a reward for any 
therapy session!  The bugs are hopping 
all over the shaking bed.  Students use 
tongs to catch and capture there 
specific color of bugs. 

NEW 

Shrimp Cocktail™ 
Ages 7 and up Grades 1st and up 
For 2 to 8 Players 

Students search for matching 
shrimp.  They may share any 
of 4 characteristics:  color, 
origin, quantity, and size.  Be 
the first to find a match and 
squeeze the starfish. 

81 shrimp cards, 3 fishing zones, 1 squeaky starfish, illustrated rules 

BO-125  $15.99 

You’re a fish that is being 
chased by a ferocious 
shark! You roll the dice 
and race around the 
board hoping to get away.  
If you don’t swim quickly 
enough, the motorized 
shark will gobble you up!   

NEW 

NEW NEW 
Don’t Rock the Boat 

Ages 12 and up Grades 5th and up 
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It’s a barrel of fun for 
everyone!  Push the pirate into 
his barrel, select your colored 
swords, then take turns 
inserting your swords into the 
slots on the barrel.  Beware—
if the pirate pops up during 
your turn, you are out! 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 5 Players 

1 barrel, 1 pirate, colored swords 

IP-100  $16.99 

Pop-Up Pirate Games 

PH-7405  $22.99 

Swivel™ 

For 2 to 4 Players 

Your therapy group will love 
this twist on the Classic Four-
in-a-Row Game™!  Just 
when you think you’re about 
to get four in a row, you or 
another player may have to 
twist a level of the 3D game 
board and change everything. 
3D game board, 68 game tokens, 4 player tokens, token bag, rules 

Dizzy is a friendly dinosaur who likes to 
whirl around and have fun!  When you 
roll the dice and they come up with 
a Dizzy or two, it’s time to let him loose 
on the board.  He may turn left, he may spin 
right, there’s just no telling!  If he bumps your caveman off of the path, 
you have to go back to the start...so get your cavemen to the cave as 
quick as you can to win! 

Dizzy Dizzy Dinosaur™ 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 4 Players 

Dizzy Dizzy Dinosaur, 20 cavemen pawns, 2 dice, game board, rules 

PH-6952  $17.99 

PH-6652  $10.99 

Spurtle Turtle™ 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 1 or More Players 

Press the turtle’s back to 
spurt out tokens, and then try 
to find matching sets!  The 
colorful tokens feature fun 
sea creatures that kids will 
love.  The turtle is also a 
convenient storage case. 
turtle double-token shooter, 20 tokens, rules 

PH-6651  $10.99 
All of these products have small parts. ! 

Flingin’ Frogs™ 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
For 1 to 4 Players 

NEW 

There is always one, and only one, 
matching symbol between any two cards.  
Spot it and you win!  A sharp eye and quick 
reflexes is all it takes to play.  There are 5 
variations to play so students enjoy playing 
over and over again. 

Spot It™ 
Ages 7 and up Grades 1st and up 

For 2 to 8 Players 

55 cards, illustrated rules, in a sturdy tin case 

BO-100   $15.99 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 6 Players 
With adorable animals and only 6 
symbols on each card, Spot It Jr. 
Animals is ideal for kids under 7.  
There is one, and only one, matching 
animal between any 2 cards, but in this 
junior variation, each card has one big 
animal for easier spotting.  Spot It Jr. 
Animals is a fun way to sharpen kids’ 
visual perception and cognitive skills. 

31 cards, illustrated rules, in a sturdy tin case 

BO-105  $15.99 

NEW 

NEW Spot It Jr. Animals™ 

Fling your frogs onto the lily pad levels to score 
points.  But, beware...someone else’s flung frog 
may push yours off and leave you scoreless! 

lily pad with 5 levels, 12 frogs (3 of each color), rules 

NEW 
NEW 

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to More Players 

IP-105  $22.99 
48 honeycomb pieces, cardboard insert, 2 push sticks, bee, spinner 

Ages 7 and up Grades 1st and up 

Don’t let the bumble bee tumble!  
Players take turns spinning the 
spinner, and using one of the push 
sticks, carefully removing pieces 
from the honeycomb that matches 
the color on the spinner.  Don’t 
disturb the bee atop the game! 

NEW Honeycomb 



Help the puppies find 
their bones! Press on the 
electronic barking dog; he 
will bark the number of 
spaces you move (1, 2, or 
3). When your puppy 
lands on a space beside 
a bone, he can pick it up 
using his magnetic nose.  If the color of the bone matches your puppy, you 
get to move it to your doghouse! The first to find 3 matching bones wins! 
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Pop the dice and move 
your colored penguins 
around the “icy” game 
board.  If you manage to 
get them “home” first, 
you win.  But, if they fall 
off the icy bridges, you’ll 
have to start all over 
again! 

IP-140  $15.99 

Pop ‘n Drop Penguins 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 4 Players 

game board with popping dice, 4 ice bridges, 16 colored penguins, rules 

IP-110  $16.99 

Diggity Dog 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 4 Players 

game board, 4 puppies, 1 electronic barking dog, 12 bones, rules 

Balancing Burger 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

Build it tall, don’t let it fall!  The wobbly 
plate is placed in the center of the table 
and the bun is put on it.  Now players take 
turns rolling the die and adding ingredients 
according to the number rolled. 

14 burger parts, game die, and plate 

IP-115  $23.99 

Monkeying Around 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
For 2 to 4 Players 
A terrific motivational 
game!  Players take turns 
spinning the spinner to see 
how many monkeys they 
must hang from the tree.  It 
takes a steady hand and a 
cautious eye to not bring 
down the tree. 
tree, various colored monkeys, spinner 

IP-125  $20.99 

Roll the die and place cheese, 
tomatoes, mushrooms, and 
pepperoni pieces onto the 
pizza pie. If you cause the 
pizza to tip and some of the 
toppings fall off, you lose! The 
student who can outlast all the 
opponents wins the game!  

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 
For 2 to 4 Players 

1 pizza, 32 toppings, 1 pizza chef, base, die, game rules 

IP-130  $22.99 

Poppa’s Pizza Pile-Up 

Games 

All of these products have small parts. ! IP-145  $23.99 

Wok ‘n Roll 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

For 2 to 4 Players 

wok, 4 chop sticks, 48 food pieces, rules 

IP-120  $23.99 

Honey Bee Tree 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 
For 2 to 4 Players 

Players carefully pull leaves from the honey bee 
tree, being careful not to wake the sleeping 
bees.  If you pull the wrong leaf, bees will come 
tumbling out of the tree and into your tray.  After 
all the leaves have been removed, the player 
with the least bees in his/her flower tray is the 
winner! 

Penguin Panic 
Ages 6 and up Grades 1st and up 
For 2 to 8 Players 
The penguin holds lots of ice, and it’s making 
him shiver and shake!  Can you carefully 
remove ice blocks without making them all 
fall? Electronic sounds and shivering 
movements add to the excitement. 

electronic ice platform, 1 penguin, 1 tray, 30 ice blocks 

IP-135  $24.99 

Race to pick up the food 
as the wok shakes and 
rolls!  Players use chop 
sticks to grab the food out 
of the wok to place into 
their colored bowls.  It’s a 
challenge as the game 
spins and turns! 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

For 2 or More Players 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

1 honey pot, 1 tree, 1 flower tray base, 32 leaves, 30 bees, rules.  

NEW 
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Resources 

Ages 3-12 Grades PreK-6th 
By Rachele Ellsworth 

CD-ROM, professional resource 

This CD is in easy-to-use Adobe Acrobat format and allows you to fill in and 
print more than 200 beautifully constructed black-and-white worksheets 
directly from your computer.  This means you can customize each worksheet 
or print a blank worksheet.  These reproducible worksheets are designed to 
save you time and organize your workload.  This CD includes: 
 

 Calendars. 
 Organizational forms (charts, graphs, data sheets, etc.). 
 Decorative announcements, memos, notes, and lists. 
 Motivational charts. 
 Awards and certificates. 
 Homework calendars and open-ended therapy games. 

Try having your students place these 
little stickers inside the circles on any 
DOT workbook page after answering 
a question, instead of using the paint 
markers (pg. 57).  Students enjoy the 
variety and it is great for their fine 
motor skills too!  Then they can peel 
off the stickers and do the worksheet 
over again with the paint markers. 

For use with any DOT workbook or with incentive charts 

TR-100  Sparkle Smiles  (1,300)  $7.95 
TR-105  Best Buddies    (2.500)   $7.95 
TR-110  Daily Favorites (2,500)   $7.95 

Do you want to add variety and 
longevity to your DOT workbooks (pg. 
57)?  Students earn plastic chips with 
metal rings to place in the empty 
circles by answering questions from 
their workbook page, instead of using 
the paint markers.  After filling the 
worksheet up with chips, the fun 
begins as the students use the 
magnetic wand to remove chips up and 
away from the page!  You can then use 
the worksheet over and over again!  A 
nice was to reuse worksheets. 

For use with any DOT workbook or Bingo game 

1 magnetic wand and 100 bingo chips with medal rings 

SC-100  $9.95 

Magnetic Wand and Chips 

Mini Stickers For DOT Books 

Certificates 

30 certificates, 8.5” x 5.5” 

TR-200  $3.99 

Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

These scratch-n-
sniff type stickers 
are sure to win 
over the hearts of 
your students.  A 
great buy for the 
professional who 
awards stickers to 
their very 
deserving 
students.  Children 
just love them! 

432-480 stickers 

NEW NEW 

Birthday 

30 certificates, 8.5” x 5.5” 

TR-205  $3.99 

Outstanding 

30 certificates, 8.5” x 5.5” 

TR-210  $3.99 

Way To Go 

30 certificates, 8.5” x 11” 

TR-215  $4.99 

Achievement 

NEW 

CD-9900  $32.95 

TR-115  Praise Words            $12.99 
TR-120  Seasons & Holidays $12.99 
TR-125  Kids’ Choice             $12.99 
TR-130  Fun Favorites           $12.99 

NEW 

Essentials for Speech-Language Pathologists 

Stinky Stickers 



Conversation Starters 
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All of these products have small parts. ! 

See page 19 for complete details. 

WH Questions 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-001  $25.99 

See page 33 for complete details. 

Critical Thinking— 
If/Then 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-002  $25.99 

See page 29 for complete details. 

Irregular Verbs 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-003  $25.99 

See page 30 for complete details. 

Pronouns 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-004  $25.99 

See page 46 for complete details. 

Feelings &  
Emotions 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-005  $25.99 

See page 45 for complete details. 

Social Situations  
at School 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-006  $16.99 

See page 30 for complete details. 

Conjunctions 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-007  $16.99 

See page 25 for complete details. 

Define and Describe 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-008  $16.99 

See page 26 for complete details. 

Categories 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-010  $16.99 

See page 47 for complete details. 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-011  $16.99 

See page 20 for complete details. 

Asking Questions 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-012  $16.99 

See page 20 for complete details. 

Changing Statements to 
Questions 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-013  $16.99 

See page 27 for complete details. 

Advanced Vocabulary 
Building 
Ages 10-15 Grades 5th-9th 

DDD-014  $16.99 

Double Dice Decks 
Language 

Series 

See page 29 for complete details. 

Regular Verbs 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-009  $16.99 



R Articulation 
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See page 24 for complete details. 

Synonyms & Antonyms 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-017  $16.99 

See page 34 for complete details. 

Compare & Contrast 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-018  $16.99 

See page 40 for complete details. 

Phonological Awareness 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-019  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

Double Dice Articulation Add-On Decks 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-028 Set (8 Decks & 1 Double Dice)  $118.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

S Articulation 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-020  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

L Articulation 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-021  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-022  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

F Articulation 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-023  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

K Articulation 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-024  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

CH Articulation 
Ages 10-15 Grades 5th-9th 

DDD-025  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

SH Articulation 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-026  $16.99 

See page 5 for complete details. 

TH Articulation 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-027  $16.99 

Series 

See page 34 for complete details. 

Analogies 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

DDD-016  $16.99 

DDD-015  $16.99 

See page 33 for complete details. 

Inferences 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

Double Dice Decks 
Language & Articulation 



Series 

Double Dice Articulation /l/ and /l/ blends 
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See page 4 for complete details. 
 

Targets one-, two-, and three-
syllable /s/ words in each word 
position (I/M/F and Mixed).  
Initial /st/, /sp/, /sk/, /sm/, /sn/, 
/sw/, /sl/, triple clusters, mixed 
clusters, and recurring /s/ are 
targeted in separate sections. 

Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-6th 

WB-2102  $38.95 
CD-2102  $38.95 

See page 4 for complete details. 
 

Targets one-, two-, and three-
syllable /l/ words in each word 
position (I/M/F and Mixed).  
Initial /bl/, /fl/, /gl/, /kl/, /pl/, /sl/, 
mixed clusters, and 
challenging /rl/ are targeted in 
separate sections. 

Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-6th 

WB-2101  $38.95 
CD-2101  $38.95 

Double Dice Articulation /s/ and /s/ blends 

Double Dice Articulation Vocalic /r/ 

See page 4 for complete details. 
 

Targets the most popular /r/ 
allophones (prevocalic /r/, 
vocalic ar, or, ire, air, ear, 
stressed er, unstressed er, and 
rl) in each word position (I/M/F) 
in separate, distinct sections. 

Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

WB-2100  $38.95 
CD-2100  $38.95 

Double Dice Articulation—Spanish 

See page 39 for complete details. 
 

Directions and target words are 
in both Spanish and English.  
Targets 19 Spanish sounds:  ch, 
f, h, y, s, r, r-blends, rr, l, l-blends, 
t, d, p, b, g, k, n, ñ, and m.  
Activities are at the single-word 
level.   

Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

WB-2107  $38.95 
CD-2107  $38.95 

Double Dice Language 

See page 25 for complete details. 
 

Targets semantic language skills:  
categories, descriptions, compare 
and contrast nouns, compare and 
contrast verbs, synonyms, 
antonyms, and multiple meanings. 

Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

WB-2106  $38.95 
CD-2106  $38.95 

Double Dice Phonology 

See page 3 for complete details. 
 

Targets velar fronting (k, g, ng), 
final consonant deletion (p, b, t, 
d, m, n), initial consonant deletion 
(w, p, b, t, d, m, n), stopping (f, v, 
h), and syllable reduction (2-and 
3-syllable words). 

Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-6th 

WB-2105  $38.95 
CD-2105  $38.95 

Double Dice Articulation Sound-Loaded 

See page 3 for complete details. 
 

Targets: k, g, f, th, sh, ch, j, l, l-
blends, prevocalic r, vocalic ar, 
or, ire, air, ear, er, r-blends, s, 
and s-blends in all word positions 
in fun sound-loaded sentences 
for carryover. 

Ages 6-12 Grades 1st-6th 

WB-2103  $38.95 
CD-2103  $38.95 

Double Dice Articulation CH, SH, & TH 

See page 4 for complete details. 
 

Targets one- and two/three-
syllable “ch,” “sh,” and “th” words 
in all word positions.  Activities 
are at the single-word, phrase, 
sentence, and carryover levels. 

Ages 4-12 Grades PreK-6th 

WB-2104  $38.95 
CD-2104  $38.95 

Double Dice 
Workbooks or CDs 



DOT Therapy Reinforcers 

See page 6 for complete details. 

DOT Articulation 
Ages 3-12 Grades PreK-6th 

See page 6 for complete details. 

DOT Articulation II 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

See page 5 for complete details. 

DOT Vocalic R 
Ages 5-12 Grades K-6th 

See page 24 for complete details. 

DOT Language 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

See page 41 for complete details. 

DOT Reading Comprehension 
Ages 7 and up Grades  

See page 29 for complete details. 

DOT Grammar 
Ages 7 and up Grades 2nd and up 

See page 40 for complete details. 

DOT Phonological Awareness 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 18 for complete details. 

DOT Oral-Motor 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 38 for complete details. 

DOT Preschool Lang & Vocab 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 7 for complete details. 

DOT Preschool Early Dev... 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 28 for complete details. 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 34 for complete details. 

DOT Idioms 
Ages 8 and up Grades 3rd and up 

See page 33 for complete details. 

DOT Reasoning and Prob... 
Ages 4 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 39 for complete details. 

DOT Articulation-Spanish 
Ages 3-12 Grades PreK-6th 

See page 39 for complete details. 
Ages 3 and up Grades PreK and up 

See page 39 for complete details. 

DOT Language-Spanish 
Ages 5 and up Grades K and up 

DOT Preschool Lang-Spanish 

DOT Workbooks  
or CDs 

WB-2010x  $33.95 

WB-2005x  $33.95 

WB-2015x  $33.95 

WB-3010x  $33.95 

WB-2200x  $33.95 

WB-3020x  $33.95 

WB-2400x  $33.95 

WB-2500x  $33.95 

WB-3011x  $33.95 

WB-3015x  $33.95 

WB-2601x  $33.95 

WB-2011x  $33.95 

WB-2605x  $33.95 

WB-2900x  $33.95 

WB-3025x  $33.95 

WB-2600x  $33.95 
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All of these workbooks can be used with paint markers 
(pg. 6), stickers (pg. 53), or magnetic wand/chips (pg. 53). 

Series 
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A-C 

4 Scarves    36 
4-Step Sequencing Kit   32 
4-Step Sequencing Pocket Chart  32 
5 Minute Kids Manual   15 
5 Minute Therapy F/V/Th   15 
5 Minute Therapy K/G   15 
5 Minute Therapy L   15 
5 Minute Therapy R   15 
5 Minute Therapy S/Z   15 
5 Minute Therapy R   15 
5 Second Rule   25 
5 W’s Game    20 
5 W’s Story Cards   20 

A “5” Could Make Me Lose Control  46 
A to Z Puzzles   43 
Advanced Vocab Build Double Dice Add-On 27 
Adventure Pack   10 
Acting Out    31 
Analogies Double Dice Add-On Deck  34 
Apraxia Uncovered   17 
Artic Attack and Other R Games  10 
Artic Attack and Other S and Z Games 13 
Articulation Stories For Carryover Practice 15 
Asking Questions Double Dice Add-On Deck 20 
Balancing Burger   52 
Basic Photo Cards—Actions  38 
Basic Photo Cards—Go-Togethers  38 
Basic Photo Cards—Nouns  38 
Basic Photo Cards—Opposites  38 
Basic Photo Cards—Rhymes  41 
Becoming Verbal with Childhood Apraxia 17 
Bed Bugs    50 
Beginning Sounds Kit   43 
Blunders Board Game   48 
Bringing S & Z Home   13 
Buzz Word    50 
Buzz Word Junior   50 
Carryover Techniques in Artic and Phono… 14 
Categories Double Dice Add-On Deck 26 
Categories Kit   26 
Category Mania Thumball  25 
Certificates (Achievement, Birthday, etc.) 53 
“CH” Double Dice Articulation Add-On Deck   5 
Changing Statements into Questions… 20 
Cluck ‘N’ Chuck   50 
Come Learn With Me Combo Set  35 
Come Move with Me   35 
Come Ride with Me   35 
Come to My Farm   35 
Come to My House   35 
Compare & Contrast Double Dice Add-On Deck 34 
Comprehension Skill Cards  42 
Comprehension Quickies Story Cards 21 
Conjunctions Double Dice Add-On Deck 30 
Conversation Starters Double Dice Add-On Deck 47 
Critical Thinking—If/Then Double Dice Deck 33 

D-F 
Data Collection For RTI—CH/SH/TH  16 
Data Collection For RTI—K/G/F/V  16 
Data Collection For RTI—L  16 
Data Collection For RTI—S/Z  16 
Data Collection For RTI—R  16 
Define & Describe Double Dice Add-On Deck 25 
Defining and Describing   22 
Dev Lang Comp Using Multisensory Activities 21 
Diggity Dog    52 
Do Rugs    23 
Do You Like Pie     8 
Don’t Rock the Boat   50 
DOT Articulation     6 
DOT Articulation II—Sentences & Paragraphs   6 
DOT Articulation Spanish  39 
DOT Grammar   29 
DOT Idioms    34 
DOT Language   24 
DOT Language Spanish   39 
DOT Oral-Motor   18 
DOT Phonological Awareness  40 
DOT Preschool—Early Developing Sounds   7 
DOT Preschool Lang & Vocab   38 
DOT Preschool Lang & Vocab Spanish 39 
DOT Reading Comprehension  45 
DOT Reasoning and Problem Solving 33 
DOT Therapy Reinforcers  28 
DOT Vocalic R     5 
Double Dice Articulation Add On Decks (All)   5 
Double Dice Articulation—Sound-Loaded Sent   3 

D-F Continued 
Double Dice Articulation—Spanish   39 
Double Dice Articulation—/s/ and /s/ Blends    4 
Double Dice Articulation—/l/ and /l/ Blends    4 
Double Dice Articulation—Vocalic /r/                  4, 12 
Double Dice Articulation—CH, SH, TH    4 
Double Dice Language    25 
Double Dice Phonology      3 
Double Dice Replacements     4 
Dizzy Dizzy Dinosaur    51 
Early-Dev. Sounds Articulation Flip Books    7 
Early Learner Thumball Set   37 
Emotion Mania Thumball    46 
Essentials for Speech-Language Pathologists  53 
Expanding and Combining Sentences  31 
Explaining     48 
“F” Articulation Double Dice Add On Deck    5 
Feelings & Emotions Double Dice Deck  46 
Flingin’ Frogs    51 
Flip and Say Articulation Flip Books     9 
From Sentence to Narrative   28 
Frontal Lisp, Lateral Lisp    14 
Funny Faces    18 

G-I 
Generalizing   48 
G.R.O.W. Parts of Speech  30 
High-Interest Mini Mysteries  42 
Honey Bee Tree   52 
Honeycomb    51 
How to Stop Drooling   17 
How to Stop Thumbsucking  17 
Icebreaker Thumball   47 
Ink Daubers     6 
Inferences Double Dice Add-On Deck 33 
Introducing Inference   32 
Introducing the Lang. of Literacy Page by Page 43 
Irregular Verbs Double Dice Deck  29 

J-L 
Joining In! A Program For Teaching Social Skills 45 
“K” Articulation Double Dice Add-On Deck   5 
Keys to Comprehension Game  21 
Kids’ Express Train Music  36 
“L” Articulation Double Dice Add-On Deck   5 
Lacing & Learning Go Togethers  38 
Lacing & Learning Opposites  38 
Language Skills Pocket Chart  26 
Large Stinky Stickers   53 
Learn With Yoga:  ABC Yoga Cards For Kids 43 
Learning with a Visual Brain in an Auditory World 49 
Love It! Hate It!   47 

M-O 
Magnetic Wand & Chips    53 
Match Me Cards (All)    37 
Mind Your Manners Cards   46 
Mind Your Manners Game   47 
Mini Stickers    53 
Monkeying Around    52 
Motivational Lang. Activities for Adolescents  27 
Music, Music, Music DVD   36 
My Book Full of Feelings    46 
My Community    44 
My School Day (Enhanced)   44 
Oral-Motor Techniques in Artic & Phono Therapy  18 

P-R Continued 
“R” Double Dice Articulation Add-On Deck   5 
Regular Verbs Double Dice Add-On Deck 29 
Rhymes—Basic Photo Cards  41 
Room to G.R.O.W.   32 

S-U 
“S” Double Dice Articulation Add-On Deck   5 
School Rules (Both)   44 
Sequence Plus   32 
Sequence Rummy   32 
“SH” Double Dice Articulation Add-On Deck   5 
Shape & Color Sorter   37 
Shark Attack   50 
Shrimp Cocktail   50 
Social Detective   45 
Social Skills Training   45 
Social Sit. at School Double Dice Add-On Deck 45 
Solve Then Say R   12 
Speedeebee   50 
Specific Skill Builders Story Cards  21 
Spot It    51 
Spot It Jr. Animals   51 
Spurtle Turtle   51 
Story Sequencing                      32 
Successful R Therapy   10 
Super Skills: A Social Skills Group Program 44 
Swivel    51 
Synonyms & Antonyms Double Dice Add-On 24 
Talk About Planning                31, 48 
Talk To Me 100   37 
Talking in Sentences   30 
Tell Tale    28 
Tell Tale Fairy Tales   28 
Telling a Story   28 
“TH” Double Dice Articulation Add-On Deck   5 
The Big Book of R Carry-Over Stories 11 
The Entire World of Attributes  23 
The Entire World of Categories  26 
The Entire World of Celebrations & Seasons Set 22 
The Entire World of Early Dev. Sounds   8 
The Entire World of R Advanced Screening 11 
The Entire World of R Board Games  12 
The Entire World of R Book of Elicitation Tech 11 
The Entire World of R Book of Stories 11 
The Entire World of R Curriculum Book 10 
The Entire World of R Flip Books    9 
The Entire World of R Idioms  10 
The Entire World of R Instructional Workbook 11 
The Entire World of R Playing Cards  12 
The Entire World of R Probe Lists  10 
The Entire World of R Say & Seq. Playing Cards 12 
The Entire World of S & Z Book of Stories 13 
The Entire World of S & Z Curriculum Book 13 
The Entire World of S & Z Idioms  13 
The Entire World of S & Z Instructional Workbook 13 
The Entire World of SH & CH Book of Stories 14 
The Entire World of SH & CH Curriculum Book 14 
The Entire World of SH & CH Instructional Wkbk 14 
The Entire World of WH? Questions Activity Set 19 
The Five W’s Workbooks  20 
The Hidden Curriculum   44 
The Incredible 5-Point Scale  46 
The Language of Math for Young Learners 22 
The Language of Perspective Taking  47 
Teaching Kids of All Ages to Ask Questions 19 
Teaching the Language of Time  22 
Toddler Tote   37 
Trace and Speak     8 
Tuned In To Learning (All)  49 

P-R 
Paint Markers     6 
Parts of a Story Thumball               28, 41 
Parts of Speech Challenge   31 
Penguin Panic   52 
People, Places, and Things Thumball  19 
Phono Bingo    7 
Phono Awareness Double Dice Add-On Deck 40 
Pick Your Points—Language  23 
Pick Your Points—Pre-Literacy  40 
Pick Your Points—Phonics  41 
Practical Practice Reading Cards  42 
Practice Speech    8 
Print, Cut, & Play Language  23 
Preschool Playtime (Both)  45 
Pronouns! Double Dice Deck  30 
Pop ‘n Drop Penguins   52 
Pop-up Pirate   51 
Poppa’s Pizza Pile-Up   52 
Push-Pull Puzzle   36 

V-Z 
Visual Thinking Strategies for Individuals 49 
Vocabulary Builder   27 
Vocabulary GROWth   24 
Vocalic R Reproducible BINGO    9 
Vowel Tracks for Improving Intelligibility 17 
Way to G.R.O.W.   27 
We Can Talk Set   36 
Weave a Sound Word Web  14 
WH Questions? Double Dice Deck  19 
Wok ‘n Roll    52 
Wonder Stories   42 
Word Families Kit   43 

Index 
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